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Abstract
How regulatory sequences control gene expression is fundamental for explaining phenotypes in health
and disease. The function of regulatory sequences must ultimately be understood within their genomic
environment and development- or tissue-specific contexts. Because this is technically challenging, few
regulatory elements have been characterized in vivo. Here, we use inducible Cas9 and multiplexed guide
RNAs to create hundreds of mutations in enhancers/promoters and 3′ UTRs of 16 genes in C. elegans.
We quantify the impact of mutations on expression and physiology by targeted RNA sequencing and
DNA sampling. When applying our approach to the lin-41 3′ UTR, generating hundreds of mutants, we
find that the two adjacent binding sites for the miRNA let-7 can regulate lin-41 expression largely
independently of each other, with indications of a compensatory interaction. Finally, we map regulatory
genotypes to phenotypic traits for several genes. Our approach enables parallel analysis of gene
regulatory sequences directly in animals.

Zusammenfassung
Wie regulatorische Sequenzen die Genexpression steuern, ist von grundlegender Bedeutung für die
Erklärung von Phänotypen in Gesundheit und Krankheit. Die Funktion regulatorischer Sequenzen muss
letztlich in ihrer genomischen Umgebung und in entwicklungs- oder gewebespezifischen
Zusammenhängen verstanden werden. Da dies eine technische Herausforderung ist, wurden bisher nur
wenige regulatorische Elemente in vivo charakterisiert. Hier verwenden wir Induktion von Cas9 und
multiplexed-sgRNAs, um hunderte von Mutationen in Enhancern/Promotoren und 3′ UTRs von 16
Genen in C. elegans zu erzeugen. Wir quantifizieren die Auswirkungen von Mutationen auf
Genexpression und Physiologie durch gezielte RNA- und DNA-Sequenzierung. Bei der Anwendung
unseres Ansatzes auf den 3′ UTR von lin-41, bei der wir hunderte von Mutanten erzeugen, stellen wir
fest, dass die beiden benachbarten Bindungsstellen für die miRNA let-7 die lin-41-Expression
größtenteils unabhängig voneinander regulieren können, mit Hinweisen auf eine mögliche
kompensatorische Interaktion. Schließlich verbinden wir regulatorische Genotypen mit phänotypischen
Merkmalen für mehrere Gene. Unser Ansatz ermöglicht die parallele Analyse von genregulatorischen
Sequenzen direkt in Tieren.
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Introduction
Gene regulatory sequences are essential for genome function of multicellular life. Their function and
logic can be studied in model organisms. However, current genetic methods are time-intensive and
large-scale studies in vivo are still rare. This work describes a simple approach to test many gene
regulatory sequences in C. elegans in parallel using inducible CRISPR-Cas genome editing.

Background: Studying gene regulatory sequences in animals
Genomes of multicellular animals contain protein coding DNA sequences (CDS), but mostly consist of
non-coding DNA. This includes “gene regulatory sequences”, stretches of hundreds, sometimes
thousands of nucleotides, that determine the spatial- and temporal expression of proteins1. This function
is usually encoded by 5-15 nt binding sites that recruit and coordinate regulatory factors. Promoters,
enhancers, and silencers are bound by transcription factors (TFs) and increase or decrease
transcriptional output2–4. 5′- and 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) of messenger RNA (mRNA) can
increase or decrease gene expression and affect sub-cellular localization and protein interaction5,6. This
post-transcriptional regulation is often mediated by RNA binding proteins (RBPs) or microRNAs
(miRNAs)7–9 (Extended Background, p.53: details and illustrations related to study background).
Mutations in gene regulatory sequences can have dramatic consequences for animal phenotype and
evolution1,10–12. This can affect animal morphology, development, behavior, and physiology. Regulatory
mutations can also cause monogenetic disorders or contribute to complex diseases13–16. New therapeutic
approaches can even target gene regulation using small molecules, therapeutic RNAs, or genome
editing17–22. Therefore, to understand life, but also for medicine, it is necessary to predict phenotypic
consequences of specific gene regulatory mutations. This includes identifying functional sequences, but
also better understanding their logic, robustness, and connection to phenotype (Figure 1A).
However, predicting gene regulatory activity of a given sequence is hard. Nucleotide conservation
has limited utility, because it can show little correlation to function at individual sequences23–27.
Functional binding sites in vivo can diverge from optimal binding site motifs, with specificity
contributed by their number and arrangement28–31. Often, multiple binding sites, their combination and
arrangement determine the final activity of a gene regulatory sequence 4,32–35. Separate sequences may
cooperate (“AND” logic) or act compensatory (“OR”), mediated either directly (e.g., through
interaction of bound factors) or indirectly (e.g., through feedback loops)36–39. For 5′ and 3′ UTRs, RNA
properties such as copy number, secondary structure, and subcellular localization can determine
interaction with gene regulatory factors and regulatory outcome5,6,40.
Genetic methods have been developed in cell lines to successfully identify and increase our
understanding of gene regulatory sequences in vitro. These assays usually follow a similar design: 1.
Different mutations are randomly introduced into different cells in parallel by transduction or
transfection. The goal is to create a high diversity of cells with distinct sequence mutations. 2. Cells are
then selected by expression level of a reporter gene or cellular fitness by competitive growth. 3. Finally,
the identity of the underlying genetic perturbation is read out by deep sequencing of cells selected by
phenotype. This allows to link genotype and phenotype and establishes sequence–expression or
sequence–fitness relationships. When the genetic perturbation and expression level can be determined
from RNA directly, step 2 can be skipped (Figure 1B)41–43.
Such approaches can be described as “parallel genetics” which come in several variations43.
Massively parallel reporter assays (MPRAs) produce quantitative sequence-expression relationships for
millions of sequences in reporter genes41–44. More recent genetic methods target native genomic
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sequences and measure effects on expression or cellular fitness. The CRISPR-nuclease Cas9 can be
directed to genomic sequences with a single guide RNA (sgRNA), where it may create a double strand
DNA break that is repaired by cellular pathways, which can result in insertion-, deletion- mutations
(indels), or a combination of both (complex indels)45–47 (see also Extended Background and Extended
Background Figure 5C,D). Using parallel delivery of different sgRNAs along a region of interest,
CRISPR tiling screens can identify functional sequences in genomic regions up to the kilobase scale48–
55
. In a related method, 10-20 multiplexed sgRNAs create many diverse deletions at one 3′ UTR for
which mRNA levels are then measured using targeted mRNA sequencing56–58. Endogenous variant
testing introduces programmed point mutations using more advanced CRISPR-Cas-based techniques
with homology-dependent repair, base-, or prime editing59–62. While all these “parallel” approaches can
determine sequences with regulatory activity in high throughput, they are so far mostly restricted to cell
lines and yeast.
There are two good reasons to study gene regulatory sequences in living animals (in vivo). First,
gene regulatory activity often depends on cell type and developmental stage, which can be studied
simultaneously in developing animals1. Second, most aspects of phenotype are only observable in vivo,
in complete organisms interacting with their surroundings. This extends to the study of the diverse
mechanisms that can affect how a genotype translates to phenotype and its penetrance, expressivity, or
plasticity63–71 (List of Terminology, p.51).
Several genetic methods can test mutations of gene regulatory sequences in animals, but most of
these methods cover only a few sequence variants at a time. Apart from using single reporter genes one
by one, around eighteen studies use parallel reporter approaches to test several thousand sequences in
vivo (Figure 1C). However, to evaluate phenotype and preserve natural regulation, mutations of the
native genomic sequence (endogenous mutations), are required. Animals carrying alleles from forward
genetics screens can be used, but they are difficult to isolate and maintain in large numbers. CRISPRCas systems have revolutionized genome editing72, but most studies of gene regulatory sequences still
rarely examine more than a handful mutations (Figure 1C). Larger animals like M. musculus and D.
rerio require long generation times, large culturing spaces, ethical considerations; as well as workintensive injection, line generation, and maintenance. This limits observations often to a particular tissue
or developmental stage and makes it difficult to study phenotypes across the whole life cycle or many
individuals (Supplemental Table 1 and Supplemental Table 2). For smaller animals, like D.
melanogaster and C. elegans, current limitations are mainly due to the injection of genome editing
reagents and missing parallel workflows.
Caenorhabditis elegans is a small nematode worm, of which millions can be routinely cultured for
large-scale experiments across its complete 3-5 day life cycle73. Gene expression can be analyzed
simultaneously across diverse cell types, specialized tissues, and developmental processes73–76. It is
useful for genetic screens of behavior, morphology, and numerous other phenotypes; which has enabled
many discoveries of metazoan gene regulation – in particular post-transcriptional regulation; while
excellent genome-wide resources and annotations are available (Supplemental Table 3 and
Supplemental Table 4)77,78. Despite this potential, current genetic methods in C. elegans can only test
tens to a hundred mutations one by one: several orders of magnitude fewer than parallel approaches in
other animals or cell lines. ♦
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Figure 1. Limited scale of genetic methods in vivo
(A) Functions of gene regulatory sequences are difficult to predict and depend on cell type, tissue, development, and
environment. Impact on phenotype additionally needs to be tested in vivo. (B) Basic workflow of parallel assays (like MPRAs,
CRISPR tiling, or variant testing). Second step can be skipped with RNA sequencing to associate RNA levels with genotypes.
(C) Number of tested mutations per study. “~range” for cell lines indicates the typical range of such studies without references.
In vivo primary studies are listed in Supplemental Tables 1, 2, 5, 6 (number of studies: reporter-based, “mouse, …” n=18, “C.
elegans” n=50; endogenous, “mouse, …” n=15, “C. elegans” n=40).

Research focus: Genetics of gene regulatory sequences in C. elegans
In C. elegans the activity of gene regulatory sequences is usually tested with fluorescent reporter genes
in the translucent animal. Producing transgenic C. elegans requires microinjection of DNA into the
gonad79. This results in a fraction of transgenic progeny carrying the injected DNA as extrachromosomal arrays, which must then be selected with fluorescent markers, antibiotic resistance or
treated further for genomic integration80. Endogenous mutations of regulatory sequences can be
obtained in two ways. Either using random chemical mutagenesis, selection by phenotype, and genetic
mapping (forward genetics). Or by genome editing of pre-determined sequences with CRISPR-Cas
systems (reverse genetics)81. Forward genetics however is inefficient, and only around 35 non-coding
mutations have been isolated in the last ~40 years82. Genome editing is commonly performed by
microinjection of Cas9- and sgRNA plasmids or the assembled ribonucleoprotein, followed by
separation of resulting progeny and genotyping the targeted loci to identify mutants with indel
mutations81. Because microinjection is time-consuming, and the extra work on individually separated
animals, current studies in C. elegans rarely cover more than a handful endogenous mutations (Figure
1C) (Supplemental Table 5 and Supplemental Table 6). This means that very few of all possible variants
are tested, which limits the possibility to discover rules and new mechanisms. There are currently also
no methods to automate or circumvent injections at sufficient scale83–85. In addition, no targeted
sequencing is established to measure expression or competitive fitness of specific gene regulatory
sequences from bulk populations86. Altogether these factors currently restrict larger, parallelized studies
of gene regulatory sequences and their connection to phenotype in C. elegans. ♦
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Aim
This work describes the development of an approach that can create many diverse mutations along a
specified gene regulatory region in C. elegans populations, and link these to function and phenotype by
deep sequencing or manual analysis.

Significance
Applied in C. elegans such a systematic and explorative method would increase our understanding of
fundamental functions of gene regulatory sequences and their relationship to animal physiology. More
specifically, this work will directly benefit C. elegans researchers that study gene regulation or wish to
manipulate the genome at large scales. Furthermore, this study systematically analyzes the endogenous
lin-41 3′ UTR and its two let-7 miRNA binding sites, explores gene regulatory mutations that affect
animal morphology, and provides a large dataset of in vivo indel mutations.

Hypothesis
To introduce many different, targeted mutations in C. elegans, we decided to use inducible expression
of Cas9 and multiplexed guide RNAs along a pre-selected, regulatory genomic region. This would
require few injections to create transgenic animals and allow maintenance and population expansion
without Cas9 activity. Induction of Cas9 in a large sample could then lead to offspring with different
indel mutations by the stochastic combinatorial activity of multiplexed guide RNAs. The number of
animals with mutations would be mainly limited by culturing approaches (e.g., ~106), multiplied by the
achieved mutagenesis efficiency. Mutations could then be connected to phenotype or reporter activity,
or directly to RNA levels and competitive fitness using targeted sequencing in bulk (Figure 2).

Figure 2. An approach for scalable parallel genetics in C. elegans
Heat-shock inducible Cas9 expression would allow targeted mutagenesis of large populations in parallel. Mutated populations
could then be used to systematically link phenotype and gene expression to individual genotypes.
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Specific objectives and questions
- test and optimize heat-shock induced Cas9 mutagenesis in C. elegans populations.
- analyze characteristics and diversity of mutations.
- use targeted RNA- and DNA sequencing to measure expression and fitness of 3′ UTR mutations.
- map gene regulatory mutations to morphological phenotypes.
~ does transient heat-shock-induced Cas9 expression create targeted indel mutations?
~ which sequence diversity do mutations create along the targeted regions?
~ can targeted RNA- and DNA sequencing measure expression and fitness from bulk populations?
~ can gene regulatory mutations systematically be mapped to morphological phenotypes?

Outline
The following results chapter is structured into four sections according to the four research objectives.
First, heat-shock induced targeted mutagenesis with Cas9 is demonstrated and optimized. Second, large
DNA amplicon sequencing and a computational pipeline are established and used to measure
characteristics of 12,700 indel mutations from many experiments. Third, with over 900 different
deletions along the lin-41 3′ UTR, targeted RNA and DNA sequencing, we show that two let-7 miRNA
binding sites interact compensatory in regulating mRNA levels and phenotype. Fourth and final, we
target regulatory regions of 8 genes, isolate 57 mutations using associated morphological defects, and
show genetic interaction within non-coding regions.
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Cas9 induction for parallel and targeted mutagenesis in C. elegans
As an initial test, we generated transgenic lines with plasmids for heat shock-driven Cas9 expression
and one- or multiple sgRNAs targeting a ubiquitously expressed single-copy GFP reporter. After a
transient heat shock, we could observe GFP-negative animals in culture, indicating activity of Cas9.
We performed a two-hour heat shock induction of Cas9 in the parents (P0) and collected progeny (F1)
in a time course experiment. The highest fractions of mutants were obtained 14 – 16 hours after heat
shock, with approximately 50% (sg1) and 20% (sg2) of eggs producing GFP negative animals (Figure
3A). We obtained similar results when we targeted the dpy-10 gene and counted the characteristic
Dumpy (Dpy) phenotype comparing two plasmids for heat shock-induced expression of Cas9. The eggs
collected 12 – 15 hours after heat-shock produced around 20 – 35% Dpy animals with both plasmids
(Figure 3B). This time window overlaps with observations from genome editing by ZFN and TALEN
(10-14 hrs), and is close to the time of extra-chromosomal array formation (8-12 hrs)87,88. We also tested
a sgRNA U6 promoter with a reported higher gonad expression89 and found that this resulted in a larger
number of Dpy progeny on average (Figure 3C).
Characteristic CRISPR-Cas9-induced mutations from 91 GFP negative animals consisted of
deletions or insertions (indels) or a combination of both and originated from sgRNA cut sites (Figure
4A). When we used three sgRNAs within the same transgenic line, targeting adjacent positions,
deletions appeared around one cut site or spanned between two cut sites (Figure 4B). This indicated
that pools of sgRNAs could lead to more diverse genotypes and cover more nucleotides. Most deletions
induced by a single sgRNA were between 3 – 10 bp long and we observed insertion lengths between 1
– 30 bp (Figure 4C).
Homozygous animals would be produced in the F2 by heterozygous self-fertilizing F1.
Additionally, since Cas9 induced in the P0 could still be active after fertilization, F1 animals could be
mosaic with a wild-type germline and mutant somatic cells (Figure 5A). We therefore wanted to assess
how many germline mutations were generated. For this we analyzed the inheritance of the GFP negative
phenotype from F1 to F2 generations using an automated flow system and found that ~80% of mutations
were indeed germline mutations (Figure 5B–D). For the rest of our work, we used such non-mosaic
F2, generated by F1 germline mutations.
Homology-dependent repair would allow to install programmable mutations (or random
nucleotides) in parallel. To test if inducible Cas9 also supported this we designed an experiment to
restore the coding frame of a non-functional GFP. The non-fluorescent his-72::GFP allele was obtained
in our previous experiments that resulted in ~24% (11/46) of GFP negative mutants with thw same 4
bp deletion (“4delGFP”) (Figure 4A). We prepared HDR templates using PCR from the original his72::GFP locus and used a sgRNA specific to the mutant 4delGFP allele. We also tested if availability
of the repair template from extra-chromosomal arrays could be enhanced with sgRNA-targeted
overhangs (Figure 6A). We observed restored GFP fluorescence in 1.5 and 4.9 % of F2 progeny (with
and without overhangs respectively) (Figure 6B). After sorting animals with restored GFP levels we
evaluated if the expression pattern matches the known his-72 expression and determined genotypes by
Sanger sequencing. SgRNA-targeted overhangs drastically increased correct editing. Most GFP
positive animals from the experiment with the blunt HDR template carried new indels in the 4delGFP
coding frame and had ectopic expression patterns which suggested possible random GFP insertions
(Figure 6C–E). We did not measure the dynamics of this in a time course, but studies indicate HDRedited progeny would peak later than indel mutations, >24 hrs after injection47,87,90,91.
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Figure 3. Optimization of workflow and plasmids for induced Cas9 mutagenesis
(A) Defining the temporal dynamics of Cas9 induction. An endogenously tagged his-72::GFP was targeted with two different
sgRNAs. After a two-hour heat shock, eggs were collected in a time course and GFP-negative animals were counted.
Experiment was conducted with 3 independent lines (n=3). The eggs collected 14 – 16 hours after heat shock produced the
most GFP-negative animals. (B) Comparison of two different plasmids for heat shock inducible Cas9, pMB67 92 and
pJJF152(this study). Dpy-10 coding sequence was targeted with a sgRNA (“dpy-10_CDS_sg1”, pJJF449), time course was
performed as in A) and Dpy progeny were counted. Experiment was conducted with 3 independent lines (n=3). Eggs collected
12 – 14 hours after heat shock produced the most Dpy animals. (C) Comparison of two different U6 promoters for sgRNA
expression, in backbone plasmids pJJR5093 and pJJF439(this study), used at 5, 25 or 50 ng/μL in the injection mix. Dpy-10 coding
sequence was targeted with sgRNA “dpy-10_CDS_sg6”. Data from two experiments using 5 independent lines (n=10).
Expression of U6 small RNAs in reads per million (RPM) was obtained from ref.89.
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Figure 4. Indel mutations created by transiently induced Cas9
(A) Indel mutations detected by Sanger sequencing of individual GFP-negative animals after targeting his-72::GFP with
sgRNAs. (B) Sanger sequencing of indel mutations created by a pool of three sgRNAs. (C) Length distribution of the indels
from individual GFP-negative worms. Deletion length is shown only for the two lines with a single sgRNA. Insertion length
is shown for all three lines including the line with a pool of sgRNAs.

Figure 5. >80% indels are germline mutations
(A) A scheme showing the germline lineage in C. elegans. F2 animals are created by a germline cell which is determined in
the F1 4-cell embryo. (B) Scheme showing automated fluidics measurement of F1 and F2 GFP negative animals to determine
the amount of germline mutations. (C) Amount of GFP-negative F1 and F2 animals in control strains and after targeting his72::GFP with sg1, sg2, pool1 or pool2. N = 1,662 - 21,983 analyzed worms per sample. (D) Difference in the number of GFPnegative animals between F1 and F2 generation. Almost the same amount (80%) of GFP-negative animals in the F2 generations
indicates high germline transmission of mutation
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Figure 6. Induced homology-dependent repair
(A) Experimental design to restore a non-fluorescent GFP (4delGFP) using inducible Cas9 and homology-dependent repair.
(B) Scatter plots of Biosorter analysis and sort the “GFP restored” gate. (C) Scheme of experimental follow-up. (D) Percent
of animals that show a GFP expression pattern matching the known his-72 expression (“correct”). (E) Genotype analysis of
different fractions of animals, based on experimental condition and “correct” expression pattern.
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To analyze large populations of mutated C. elegans in bulk, we established a targeted sequencing
protocol based on long 0.5-3 kb PCR amplicons. This allowed us to sequence the complete targeted
locus, to place most primers >300 bp away from the nearest sgRNA cut site to avoid deletion of primer
binding sites, and to capture very large deletions. Barcoding samples enabled combined sequencing on
the same flow cell (Figure 7A). To handle targeted sequencing data of such amplicons and analyze the
contained mutations we created the software pipeline “crispr-DART” (“CRISPR-Cas Downstream
Analysis and Reporting Tool”) (https://github.com/BIMSBbioinfo/crispr_DART)94. The pipeline
extracts and quantifies indels from various targeted sequencing technologies, single- or multiple regions
of interest and single- or multiplexed sgRNAs. The output contains html reports of coverage, mutation
profiles, sgRNA efficiencies and optional comparisons between pairs of samples. Processed genomics
files from the output can then be used for more in-depth custom analyses with additionally supplied R
scripts94 (Figure 7B).
To test our approach in larger scale, we induced Cas9 in 50,000 P0 animals by heat shock, and
amplicon-sequenced the mutated locus from bulk samples of 400,000 F2 progeny. Deletions per
genomic base-pair peaked sharply around sgRNA cut sites (Figure 7C). Pools of multiplexed sgRNA
plasmids resulted in deletions spanning two or several sgRNAs (“multi cut”) in addition to smaller
deletions surrounding single sgRNAs (“single cut”) (Figure 7C, bottom). Insertions occurred within a
few nucleotides to cut sites and were less frequent than deletions (~1/2 – 1/10th) (Figure 7D). We
observed background mutations of short 1 bp deletions and insertions that were also present in similar
abundance in isogenic wild type controls and that occurred independent of sgRNA cut sites. These could
have been caused by biological (e.g., DNA modifications, natural mutations) and technical factors (e.g.,
during or after extraction of genomic DNA, PCR, sequencing errors). Such mutations were absent in
genotyping by Sanger sequencing, and we later established computational filters to separate these from
CRISPR-Cas9-induced mutations.
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Figure 7. Long amplicon sequencing to detect indels
(A) Scheme showing our long PCR amplicon sequencing approach. (B) The software pipeline “crispr-DART”. The user
provides input files, and the pipeline produces processed genomic files and html reports. Custom analyses for this study were
then performed with R scripts using the processed genomic files as input. For more information see ref.94. (C) Example of the
complete spectrum of observed mutations after targeting a locus. The percentage of DNA sequencing reads containing
deletions with respect to the total read coverage is plotted at the corresponding genomic position. Bulk worm samples were
sequenced, thus 2% deletions per genomic nucleotide refers to approximately 2% of worms with a deletion at the respective
nucleotide. Orange triangles: sgRNA cut sites. Individual deletion events below in red. (D) Same analysis as in C) but for
insertion events.
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Features of 12,700 CRISPR-Cas9-induced indels
To understand gene regulatory logic, ideally many different variants are produced at high efficiency,
which can then be tested for their effects in vivo. We set out to analyze the efficiency and characteristics
of mutations produced with our approach. We targeted 16 genes at different regions with 1-9 sgRNAs
per transgenic line. These genes were selected for different downstream experiments and contained one
gene with a known miRNA interaction, 8 genes with known reduction-of-function phenotypes, and 7
essential genes. After Cas9 heat shock-induction, we sequenced bulk genomic DNA from 400,000 F2
animals with long amplicon sequencing. Together with wild type controls this produced data for 36
samples, 127 sgRNAs and 12,700 indels (Figure 8A) (Supplemental Table 7). Large amplicons of 0.53 kb allowed us to place most primers more than 300 bp from the next sgRNA cut site, to amplify DNA
also from animals with larger deletions (Figure 8B–C). To measure sgRNA efficiencies, we counted
all reads with deletions overlapping +/- 5bp of a given sgRNA cut site and normalized this value by the
number of total reads at that position. The median efficiency was 1.4% with most sgRNAs showing
efficiencies 0 – 6.3% (95% CI) (Figure 8D). 1.4% corresponded to approximately 5,600 mutant animals
per sgRNA in our samples. The overall lower efficiency of mutagenesis in our large-scale experiments,
compared to our initial small-scale experiments, might be due to less well optimized heat shock
conditions on large plates, but is similar to efficiency of heat-shock induced Mos1 transposase in a
previous study95–97.
We then compared observed sgRNA efficiencies to published efficiency prediction scores but
found no score with significant predictive power (Figure 9A). Possible reasons for this could be that
these scores were obtained in other experimental models, mostly human cell lines, or that sequenceindependent factors were dominating in our system. Also, injected plasmid concentrations, used to
generate transgenic lines, were not correlating with efficiency (Figure 9B). We found however, that
sgRNAs for target sites with GG preceding the PAM (“GGNGG”) were significantly more efficient, as
previously described for C. elegans98 (Figure 9C). SgRNA efficiencies were likely not confounded by
lethal phenotypes - by depleting for animals with efficient sgRNAs - because sgRNAs targeting
essential genes did not show reduced efficiencies compared to other sgRNA (Figure 9D).

Figure 8. Targeting regulatory regions of 16 genes
(A) Overview of data collected from targeting regulatory regions of 16 genes with multiplexed sgRNAs. (B) Size of amplicons
used for targeted DNA sequencing (n=24 amplicons). (C) Distance of primers to closest sgRNA cut site (n=48 primers, two
primers per amplicon). (D) Estimation of sgRNA efficiencies (n=127 sgRNAs) (n=24 wild type controls, n=36 samples with
induced Cas9). Each sample expresses 1-8 sgRNAs targeting one region among 16 genes.
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Figure 9. sgRNA efficiencies are independent of published prediction scores
(A) Correlation of various published sgRNA efficiency prediction scores and our observed sgRNA efficiency (n=91 sgRNAs).
(B) Correlation of the percentage of plasmid in the original injection mix and the observed sgRNA efficiency. (C) Comparison
of sgRNA efficiency for different sgRNA features. Categories were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. (D)
Comparison of sgRNA efficiency for sgRNAs targeting the coding sequence of essential genes and all other sgRNAs.
Categories were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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We used the detected mutations to characterize CRISPR-Cas9-induced dsDNA-break repair
outcomes in the C. elegans germline. On average, samples contained 57.9% deletions, 22.9% insertions
and 19.3% complex events (combination of insertions, deletions, or substitutions) (Figure 10A). These
proportions are similar for naturally occurring germline indels in C. elegans (75% deletions, 25%
insertions)99 and human (50% deletions, 35% insertions)100.
The targeted sequencing approach resulted in a uniform read coverage per amplicon between
200,000 – 800,000-fold. We empirically determined general read thresholds to detect mutations
robustly in treated samples while observing few mutations in the isogenic wild type controls. An
insertion or deletion (indel) had to be supported by at least 0.001 % reads mapped to a position, at least
5 reads and overlap with a sgRNA cut site +/- 5bp. We excluded complex events (combinations of
insertions, deletions, or substitutions) from the rest of our analyses to be more certain about the resulting
sequences. 100 ng of genomic DNA was used as input for our sequencing protocol, representing more
than 90 million genomes, enough to cover all animals in our samples. With the assumption that animals
contributed equally to the extracted genomic DNA, we estimated that 4 – 10 mutants among 400,000
animals were sufficient to detect a mutation, depending on the amplicon coverage between 1,200,000
– 200,000 (Table 1).
Using these thresholds, we detected exactly 12,700 indels in our samples. We computationally
separated deletions into those originating from a single sgRNA (“single-cut”) or from two or more
sgRNAs (“multi-cut”) based on overlap with cut sites (Figure 10B). The length of single-cut deletions
ranged from 1 to over 100 bp, with the majority being around 5 – 25 bp. Because larger deletions have
a higher chance of overlapping with a second sgRNA cut site, this is likely an underestimation. Multicut deletions were larger, mostly several hundred bp, as expected from the spacing between multiplexed
sgRNAs (Figure 10B). Most (>90%) insertions were 1 – 20 bp long although we could find insertions
up to 45 bp (Figure 10D). These length distributions were similar to our observations previously made
by Sanger sequencing (Figure 4C).
Inspection of individual genotypes revealed that most insertions contained short sequences also
found close to the insertion position (Figure 11A). Using our deep sequencing data, we systematically
analyzed such microhomologous matches between insertions and the surrounding regions. 5-mers from
insertions matched to sequences in a window roughly +/- 13 bp around the insertion position and only
in the same orientation (Figure 11B–D). Thus, our data indicate that many insertions are duplications
of surrounding microhomologous sequences occurring mainly in the same orientation. Such templated
insertions can likely be explained by activity of microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), or its
sub-process, theta-mediated end joining (TMEJ), that use 5–25 bp microhomology, and which has been
reported as the main dsDNA-break repair pathway in C. elegans47,101,102. Independent of this, we saw
very few 1 bp templated insertions, which in human cells originate from staggered Cas9 cutting103. This
can likely be explained by the absence of a C. elegans homolog for the required Polymerase lambda82,104.
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Figure 10. Proportion and length of different indels
Pooled data from 60 experiments, each sample expressing 1-8 sgRNAs targeting one region among 16 genes (n=24 wild type
controls, n=36 samples with induced Cas9). (A) Proportions of reads with different types of mutations detected in each
experiment (n=60 experiments). “Complex”: reads with more than one insertion or deletion, or additional adjacent
substitutions. (B) Length distribution of deletions found in all treated samples (n=2,915 multi cut, 3,169 single cut deletions).
(C) Length distribution of insertions found in all experiments (n=6,616 insertions).

Table 1. Estimated sensitivity of amplicon sequencing
(A) Table estimating the sensitivity of calling one indel present in the sequenced animal populations. In samples of lower
coverage (e.g., 200,000-fold), the threshold of 5 reads acts, while for samples with higher coverage (e.g., 800,000-fold) the
threshold of 0.001 % reads acts. This results in usually 4-10 animals required to call an indel in our samples with 400,000
animals.
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Figure 11. Insertions are templated from surrounding sequences
(A) Examples of microhomology observed between insertions and surrounding regions in genotypes of GFP-negative his72::GFP animals. (B) Scheme showing the analysis approach which matches all possible 5-mers from an insertion to the
surrounding sequence. (C) Matches of 5-mers from insertions (blue) to surrounding sequence (+/- 50 bp) in 34 samples.
Randomly shuffled insertion sequences as controls (grey). (D) Same analysis as in C) for three different samples.
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Finally, we assessed the genotype diversity generated by indels. We considered each unique
deletion or each insertion-sequence a genotype, given that they reached the filtering thresholds defined
before (0.001% reads, 5 reads, cut site overlap). We started by counting the number of unique deletions
per base pair. We first studied deletions created by single-cut events for each sgRNA and found that
highly active sgRNAs could generate up to 150 unique deletion genotypes and the highest diversity
close to cut sites (rows in Figure 12A). Most of these genotypes defined by deletions covered a 10 –
12 bp region surrounding the cut sites. On average, every sgRNA could generate around 15 different
genotypes per bp at the center of the cut site and up to 5 different genotypes per bp, 5 bp away from the
cut site. On average 80% of nucleotides affected by deletions from a single sgRNA were +/- 5 bp within
the cut site (black line profile in Figure 12A). We then studied multi-cut events. Here we found up to
200 unique deletion genotypes per base pair and on average around 20 per sgRNA covering a region
more than 500 bp surrounding each cut site (Figure 12B). When counting the number of genotypes
generated by one sgRNA, one sgRNA created 50 deletion- and 10 insertion genotypes on average.
However, some sgRNAs created up to 400 genotypes (Figure 12C). Since we used several sgRNAs
per transgenic line, we observed a median of 162 insertion- and 190 deletion genotypes per sample and
in the most efficient lines 1833 deletion- and 1213 insertion genotypes (Figure 12D). More efficient
sgRNAs resulted in a higher number of new genotypes (Figure 12E). Transgenic lines expressing more
sgRNAs showed more unique deletion genotypes, possibly because of an increased chance of
containing efficient sgRNAs and the combined activity of multiple sgRNAs creating combinatorial
deletions (Figure 12F).
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Figure 12. Indels create diverse genotypes along the targeted regions
Pooled data from 60 experiments, each sample expressing 1-8 sgRNAs targeting one region among 16 genes (n=24 wild type
controls, n=36 samples with induced Cas9). (A and B) Unique deletion genotypes per nucleotide for each sgRNA centered at
cut sites. Each row shows the count of distinct genotypes per nucleotide for one sgRNA (n=86 sgRNAs); black curve on the
bottom: average unique deletion genotypes per bp. (C) Unique genotypes detected per sgRNA in 400,000 sequenced worms
(n=76 ctrls cut sites, n=86 samples cut sites) (Wilcoxon, p < 2.2e−16 for deletions, p < 2.2e−16 for insertions). (D) Unique
genotypes created per sample by deletions or insertions (n=24 ctrls, n=36 samples) (Wilcoxon, p = 1.7e−08 for deletions, p =
4.7e−09 for insertions). (E) Correlation between sgRNA efficiency and the created unique deletions per sgRNA per sample
(n=91 sgRNAs). (F) Correlation between the amount of different sgRNAs in a transgenic line and the created unique deletions
per sample (n=6,084 unique deletions, n=36 treated samples).
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Regulation of lin-41 expression and phenotype by let-7 miRNA binding sites
A major challenge to the understanding of gene regulation is the interaction of different regulatory
elements. Especially in 3′ UTRs, which can act on all levels of gene expression, this can be difficult.
To simultaneously measure mRNA levels for all generated 3′ UTR deletions within large C. elegans
populations, we developed a targeted RNA sequencing strategy. As a proof of principle, we tested it on
a microRNA-regulated mRNA. The lin-41 mRNA is regulated by let-7 microRNAs which bind two
complementary sites in the 1.1 kb long 3′ UTR (site1 and site2, 22 and 20 nucleotides long, separated
by a 27 nt spacer)105–109 (Figure 13A). Although studies with reporter plasmids showed that each
binding site could not function on its own109, other studies concluded that each site could recapitulate
wild-type regulation when present in three copies110. We wanted to explore the function and interaction
of the two binding sites in the native sequence context and at natural expression levels. Therefore, we
targeted the lin-41 3′ UTR with a pool of 8 sgRNAs or, individually, two different pairs of sgRNAs
close to the let-7 binding sites (Figure 13B). We then sequenced lin-41-specific cDNA with long reads
to cover the complete 3′ UTR (Figure 13C). Each read contained full information on any deletion in
the RNA molecule, while the number of reads supporting each deletion could be used to estimate RNA
expression level. Lin-41 down-regulation occurs with let-7 expression in the developmental stages L3L4105,107,108,111. To measure let-7-dependent regulation, we collected RNA from mutated F2 generation
bulk worms at L1 and L4 stages. We extracted L4 stage RNA after complete lin-41 mRNA
downregulation by let-7112 and before the occurrence of the lethal vulva bursting phenotype106 (Figure
13D). To determine let-7-dependent effects, we then analyzed how different deletions affected RNA
abundance at L4-, relative to L1 stage.
We observed an average of more than 4-fold up-regulation of lin-41 mRNA at larvae stage L4
when both let-7 miRNA seed sites were affected by deletions (Figure 13E). A 4-fold regulatory effect
is consistent with the known magnitude of down-regulation in the natural context105,108,109 or the upregulation when disrupting both let-7 interactions (2 – 4-fold)106,113,114. A weak but significant upregulation was observed for deletions overlapping with the site1 seed. We obtained fewer deletions for
the site2 seed and therefore did not have the statistical power to rule out a similar weak impact.
As an independent approach and to measure the effect of genotypes with multiple deletions per
animal, we used unsupervised clustering of long cDNA reads using the k-mer content of reads to obtain
clusters representing similar genotypes. These data also suggest that RNA molecules transcribed from
genotypes with deletions overlapping both sites were detected with more reads in L4 stage compared
to L1 stage animals (see cluster 1-4, 7-8, 11-13 in Figure 14A–C). Additionally, this analysis revealed
two other areas that affected mRNA in the opposite way by either increasing levels at L1- or decreasing
levels at L4 stages, which could be further investigated in the future (clusters 5 and 10 in Figure 14C).
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Figure 13. Each let-7 site alone maintains near-wild-type repression of lin-41
(A) Diagram showing the two let-7 complementary sites in the lin-41 3′ UTR. (B) The lin-41 3′ UTR locus after targeted
mutagenesis with three different lines (sg pool, sg15+sg16, sg26+sg27, sgRNA cut sites indicated by orange triangles).
Deletions of three lines were pooled and analyzed together (n>900 deletion events). (C) Diagram of the targeted RNA
sequencing strategy. cDNA was amplified using a large amplicon and sequenced using the Pacbio long read workflow. (D)
Diagram of lin-41 and let-7 developmental expression and time points of RNA extraction. (E) Relative fold change of deletions
detected in targeted full-length sequencing of cDNA between L1 and L4 developmental stages. Deletions are classified by
their unique overlap with regions of interest. “Seed” and “non-seed” as depicted in A). (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, ns p > 0.05,
∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001 and ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001).
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Figure 14. Genotypes that delete both let-7 sites upregulate lin-41
(A) UMAP clusters of long reads covering the complete lin-41 3′ UTR, detected in cDNA from L1 or L4 developmental stages.
Each dot represents one read. (B) Status of overlap with let-7 sites for each read. (C) Number of detected reads with a deletion
(y-axis) per genomic nucleotide (x-axis). Reads are separated by cluster (sub-panels) and developmental stage (L1=red,
L4=green). The two vertical black lines indicate the location of the two let-7 complementary sites (site1 and site2). Note that
lin-41 lays on the minus-strand and the transcript 3′-end is left on these plots.
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Disrupting let-7 regulation of lin-41 mRNA is known to result in lethal developmental defects106–
108,113,115
. To assign fitness to individual mutations in a controlled environment, we established
measurements on genotype abundance over several generations. For this, we sampled genomic DNA of
consecutive generations (Figure 15A–B). We performed this analysis starting at the F1 generation
because also mosaic animals would be expected to show a phenotype with a fitness disadvantage.
Deletions in the lin-41 3′ UTR which overlapped both seeds quickly disappeared from the population
already after one generation. Consistent with the effect on RNA expression, deletions of both seeds
were strongly depleted, while deletions affecting either one of the two sites alone were depleted only
slightly compared to control deletions not overlapping with any features (“none”) (Figure 15C–D).
This also indicated that deletions with stronger effects were possibly already missing in the mRNA
analysis that we performed in the F2 generation.
While deletion of both let-7 binding sites is reported to be lethal106, our results showed that
deletions of one site could be tolerated. To validate these findings, we created two seed-disrupting
deletions for each site (Figure 16A). We compared lin-41 mRNA expression and phenotypes of
homozygous mutants with wild type animals. To disrupt both let-7 interactions simultaneously, we used
the temperature sensitive let-7(n2853) allele107. At 50 hours into development adult animals with
mutations in site2 displayed a normal wild type phenotype, while site1 mutants were visibly sick, but
were still laying eggs. Let-7(n2853) mutants were not alive anymore (Figure 16B). We quantified the
lethal vulval bursting phenotype and found that although 98% of let-7 mutants were dead or had burst,
only 3% of site1 and none of site2 mutants showed this phenotype (Figure 16C). At the L4
developmental stage, lin-41 mRNA was strongly up-regulated in let-7(n2853) (8-fold), slightly in site1
mutants (3-fold), and very little in site2 mutants (1.5-fold) (Figure 16D). This could indicate that our
high-throughput bulk mRNA measurements, which showed less strong effects, were biased towards
deletions with smaller effects, possibly due to the dropout of animals after the F1 generation.
Because inactivation of let-7 binding site2 seemed to be tolerated, we hypothesized that an equal
level of repression could be explained by higher levels of let-7 acting on the remaining site1 in
compensation. Indeed, we found that site2 mutants (little lin-41 upregulation and a normal phenotype),
displayed 3-4-fold higher levels of let-7, while site1 mutants (stronger lin-41 upregulation and a slightly
sick phenotype), showed let-7 levels like wild type animals (Figure 16E).
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Figure 15. Each let-7 site alone maintains near-wild-type generational fitness
(A) Experimental outline. (B) Example of mutations that decrease or increase in relative abundance over several generations.
(C) Fraction of reads supporting deletions in bulk genomic DNA of consecutive generations, relative to the first (F1)
generation. Deletions from six samples were pooled for this analysis (sg pool, sg15+sg16, sg26+sg27 grown at 16°C and
24°C). (D) Heatmap displaying the frequency of deletions (on rows) scaled by row over multiple generations (columns). The
annotation columns display which deletions overlap different features (e.g. let-7 binding sites, polyA signal, stop codon).
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Figure 16. Single let-7 site mutants are viable and show slight lin-41 upregulation.
(A) Genotypes of strains with deletions in let-7 complementary site1 and site2 in the lin-41 3′ UTR. (B) Phenotype of lin-41
site1 and site2 mutant strains compared to wild type and let-7(n2853), 50 hours into synchronized development at 24°C. Scale:
1 mm. (C) Dead or burst animals at 50 hours into synchronized development at 24°C from three plates (n=3) and scoring 200
animals. (D) lin-41 mRNA levels in the let-7 mutant allele let-7(n2853) and in lin-41 strains with deletions affecting site1 or
site2 relative to wild type levels, quantified by qPCR. One experiment with 7000 animals, 30 hours into synchronized
development at 24°C. Bars represent mean with error bars +/- standard deviation. (E) let-7 miRNA levels, relative to wild
type, quantified by Taqman assay, same experiment as in D).
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Gene regulatory mutations that change morphological phenotype
Next, we wanted to directly map regulatory sequence variants to phenotypic traits. This could be useful
to discover functional elements, provide starting points to study regulatory mechanisms, and to explore
phenotypic plasticity in animals. Such an approach would also capture any functional sequences
regardless of the type, time, or place of regulation. We targeted a predicted enhancer116, three promoters,
and all 3′ UTRs of 8 genes and manually screened 35,000 animals for each of these regions. Loss-offunction or reduction-of-function of the screened genes are known to result in strong organismal defects
in animal movement and body shape (Unc, Slu, Rol, Dpy). We proceeded to select worms based on
these phenotypes and to identify the causative mutations (Figure 17A). Although we screened for all
defects in movement and body shape, our approach was therefore biased towards finding reductionand loss-of-function mutations. To determine which mutations were initially present in the screened
population, we performed targeted sequencing on siblings. Initially, we isolated several mutants with
large deletions (>500 bp) that disrupted the coding sequence or the polyadenylation signal (AATAAA)
(Figure 17B, C). Similar large-scale, on-target deletions have also been described in cell lines and
mice51,117,118. We also found large insertions (up to 250 bp) which originated from within +/-1 kb of the
targeted region, or from loci on other chromosomes (Figure 17B, C). We found such large deletions or
insertions in 5 out of 8 screened genes, demonstrating that for these genes our screen was sensitive
enough to detect animals with affected phenotypes (Table 2).
From the screen we isolated 57 alleles for 3 genes (egl-30, sqt-2, sqt-3) and none for the other 5
genes (dpy-2, dpy-10, rol-6, unc-26, unc-54) (Table 2). All alleles showed phenotypic defects
previously described for a reduction-of-function of the affected genes. Deletions, insertions, and
complex mutations (combination of insertions and deletions) were represented equally among isolates
(Figure 17D). The observed phenotypic traits showed complete penetrance and we scored their
expressivity which differed between mutations. We found that several mutations in the 3′ UTR of egl30 resulted in the Sluggish (Slu) phenotype which is characterized by slow movement. In 7/11 mutants,
a region around 100 bp downstream of the STOP codon was affected and the smallest deletion was 6
bp (Figure 17E). We found mutations overlapping a putative sqt-2 enhancer predicted from chromatin
accessibility profiling116 with a Roller (Rol) phenotype where animals rotate around their body axis and
move in circles (Figure 17F). This was the only region for which penetrance varied between different
mutations. We also targeted sqt-3, a gene associated with three distinct morphological traits (Dpy, Rol
and Lon)119,120. 13 Rol mutations upstream of sqt-3 likely affected transcriptional initiation, with 11/13
overlapping the predicted TATA-box (Figure 17G). In line with the Rol phenotype, which indicates a
reduction-of-function, we later showed that pre-mRNA and mRNA levels were both reduced to around
half in one TATA-box-deficient mutant (next paragraph Figure 18C). This suggests that sqt-3
transcription is only partially dependent on the TATA-box.
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Figure 17. 57 gene regulatory mutations in 3 genes that change phenotype
Shown are genotypes of strains which were isolated according to phenotypic traits after targeting regulatory regions.
Phenotypes showed complete penetrance (n>300 animals) and expressivity was scored as indicated by +, ++, or +++ (n>300
animals). (A) Outline of the screen. 8 genes were targeted by pools of 2-6 sgRNAs in different regulatory regions (some
enhancer, promoter, all 3′ UTR) resulting in 21 samples. 35,000 F2 animals were screened manually for morphological traits.
(B) Location and extent of mutations affecting the coding sequence in Dpy sqt-3 mutants. For long insertions the origin was
determined by BLAT. (C) Rol mutations isolated after targeting the sqt-3 3′ UTR without sg2. (D) Proportion of mutation
types in the isolated reduction-of-function alleles from four targeted regions (egl-30 3′ UTR, sqt-2 enhancer, sqt-3 TATA-box,
and sqt-3 3′ UTR). “Complex”: alleles with a combination of insertion and deletion. (E) Eleven mutations along the egl-30 3′
UTR which show slight or strong Sluggish (Slu) phenotypes. No canonical polyadenylation signal present. (F) Indels affecting
a putative enhancer region (Jänes et al. 2018) of sqt-2. +, ++, +++ indicate the expressivity of the trait. This was the only region
for which penetrance was not complete (10-100%). (G) Thirteen mutations upstream of sqt-3 which show a Roller (Rol)
phenotype.
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Table 2. Isolated mutants

“dels into coding” indicates whether mutants were found that carried deletions into the coding sequence, an
indication that our screen was sensitive enough to detect mutants for these genes.

The 26 other isolated sqt-3 alleles were 3′ UTR mutations. Almost all (25/26) were insertions or
insertions combined with deletions, originating at sg2 (Figure 18A). The only pure deletion (that did
not contain any insertions) overlapped with a canonical polyadenylation signal (AATAAA). We knew
from amplicon sequencing of siblings that sg2 was very efficient (~25%) and that various deletions
covering the complete 3′ UTR were present in the screened samples. We therefore used direct PCR
screening to isolate non-Rol mutants. 24/96 (25%) genotyped animals contained mutations, thus also
confirming the estimation from amplicon sequencing (~25%). Despite containing 13 distinct deletions
or insertions originating at the efficient sg2, these animals showed the wild type non-Rol trait (Figure
18B). We did follow-up experiments with one of the 25 insertion alleles, sqt-3(ins), and determined that
mRNA levels were reduced post-transcriptionally to around 50% (Figure 18C, D). Since deletions and
some insertions in this region were well tolerated (non-Rol), we concluded that the isolated Rol
mutations likely resulted from a gain of repressive sequence which led to the observed reduction of
mRNA. The polyA mutant sqt-3(polyA), for which mRNA levels were equally reduced to 50%, showed
a weaker Rol phenotype, with only slight bending of the head (Figure 18D, E). This suggests that
additional mechanisms besides mRNA down-regulation might further reduce protein output in sqt3(ins).
To define the repressive sequence elements, we targeted the inserted sequence with several
sgRNAs and screened for revertants, in which the wild type non-Rol trait was restored by intragenic
suppressor mutations. 12/13 revertants contained deletions overlapping with the insertion, with the
smallest being 5 bp (Figure 19A). A restored wild type trait likely resulted from restored expression
levels. Indeed, mRNA levels in two independent revertants were restored to normal (Figure 19B).
To discover other genetically interacting sequences, we had included sgRNAs for the remaining 3′
UTR. This revealed a compensatory deletion upstream of the insertion, which was able to revert the Rol
phenotype. We isolated two more additional revertants after using sgRNAs specific for this region
(Figure 19A, C). Surprisingly, mRNA levels were not restored (“revertant3”, Figure 19B). This points
to an alternative mechanism of restored gene function, for example on translational level, or affecting
mRNA at a different developmental time point.
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Figure 18. 25 semi-random insertions in the 3′UTR repress sqt-3
(A) Mutations in the sqt-3 3′ UTR which show a Rol phenotype. “polyA”: canonical polyadenylation signal AATAAA. (B)
Mutations which were tolerated (non-Rol). (C) Quantification of sqt-3 RNA expression along development during L4 stage in
wild type (N2) and sqt-3(ins) mutant. Worms were synchronized by bleaching and RNA was quantified on the Nanostring
system. (D) sqt-3 mRNA and pre-mRNA levels in different sqt-3 alleles at 26 hrs into synchronized development. Levels were
quantified by qPCR with primers specific for the spliced or the un-spliced transcript. Barplots show mean +/- standard
deviation of technical triplicates. (E) Microscope images of the weak Rol phenotype with only slight bending of the head in
the sqt-3(polyA) mutant and strong characteristic Rol phenotype in the sqt-3(ins) mutant.
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Figure 19. Intragenic suppressor deletions revert the Rol phenotype of sqt-3(ins)
(A) Fifteen mutations, mostly deletions, which suppressed the Rol phenotype of one insertion allele sqt-3(ins). Black bars on
the bottom: uncovered compensatory interaction by intragenic suppressor mutations. (B) mRNA and pre-mRNA levels of sqt3 in mutant and revertants at 26 hours into synchronized development. Levels were quantified by qPCR with primers specific
for spliced or un-spliced transcript. Barplots show mean +/- standard deviation of technical triplicates. (C) Nucleotide
sequences of relevant 3′ UTR regions in Rol, non-Rol and revertant mutants showing the inserted and deleted nucleotides.
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Even though the different Rol insertions were not present in nature, we wanted to understand how
insertions could mechanistically reduce sqt-3 expression post-transcriptionally. We determined that sqt3(ins) was a recessive mutation (Supplemental Figure 5). Overall, predicted RNA secondary structures
did not change between the sqt-3(ins) and sqt-3(revertant2) alleles, suggesting other factors than mRNA
structure and accessibility (Figure 20A). Newly created splicing acceptors could lead to skipping of the
coding sequence of the last exon, with subsequent mRNA decay and reduction of protein function.
However, we could not find any additional splice isoforms in three tested alleles (Figure 20B). We also
could not detect increased small RNAs along the mutant sqt-3(ins) allele, that would indicate a siRNA
or piRNA -dependent mechanism (Figure 20C). We performed in vivo targeted mRNA pull-down
(“viPR”, ref.121) and identified mRNA-bound microRNAs and proteins, but could not find any
significant differences in factors binding to wild type and mutant mRNA (Figure 20D–G). We
performed sequence transplantations into the 3′ UTR of dpy-10 and unc-22, of which unc-22 showed
the characteristic reduction-of-function Twitcher phenotype (Figure 20H). This indicates that the
repressive sequence might also function in other sequence contexts, but more experiments would be
needed to test this thoroughly. Also, because unc-22 is a neuronally expressed gene, the mechanism is
not specific to hypodermis, the main tissue of sqt-3 expression82. ♦
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Figure 20. Molecular biology of sqt-3(ins) mRNA
(A) Predicted RNA secondary structures of wild type, insertion mutant and revertant allele. Predictions were made for the
whole mRNA or only the 3′ UTR using RNAfold122. (B) Scheme of primers, size of expected DNA bands and the observed
gel for a PCR to test for aberrant splicing. (C) Small RNA reads mapping to the sqt-3 locus in wild type and sqt-3(ins) mutant.
(D) Scheme of sqt-3 mRNA pulldown to measure mRNA-bound proteins and miRNAs (“viPR”, ref.121). (E) mRNA-bound
microRNAs in wild type compared to sqt-3(ins) mutants. (F) mRNA-bound proteins in wild type or sqt-3(ins) mutants. (G)
comparison of mRNA-bound proteins in wild type or sqt-3(ins) mutants. For all pulldown experiments: significantly (p<0.01)
enriched proteins or miRNAs in blue. P-values were determined with a moderated t-test and corrected for multiple comparisons
by the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. (H) Transplantation experiments. Sequences from sqt-3(ins) or sqt-3(revertant2) were
knocked-in at the dpy-10 or unc-22 3′ UTR and the known reduction-of-function phenotypes were evaluated.
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Discussion and Conclusion
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Main findings
The aim of this study was to develop a method that could introduce many different mutations along a
non-coding region and measure the impact on gene expression and phenotype. We demonstrated that
heat-shock induction of Cas9 and multiplexed sgRNAs create diverse indel mutations at the targeted
DNA in expanded C. elegans populations, circumventing the need for individual microinjections. Using
targeted sequencing of samples with diverse individual deletions along the lin-41 3′ UTR, we showed
that the two let-7 miRNA binding sites are not cooperating, in contrast to previous studies. We also
targeted regulatory sequences of genes with known functions in establishing morphology. Screening
for changes in phenotype allowed us to isolate dozens of alleles, to infer functional regulatory sequences
and uncover genetic interaction between sequences.

Interpretation of results
Characteristics of Cas9-induced indel mutations
We showed that heat-shock-induced Cas9 expression in C. elegans populations can produce progeny
with indel mutations at the targeted genomic sequences. We then characterized the allele diversity
created by these mutations. Our results suggest that a single sgRNA can create unique deletions at
nucleotide resolution within a window of ~10 bp, and some larger deletions at lower frequency, which
together can be useful to interrogate single binding sites and their immediate vicinity. Multiple sgRNAs
can introduce larger deletions of up to a thousand bp (depending on the sgRNA target sites), thereby
allowing to test genetic interaction between separated gene regulatory sequences. Insertions create
semi-random sequences in situ and thus essentially can be used as a massively parallel reporter assay.
On average, our samples contained proportions of 57.9% deletions, 22.9% insertions and 19.3%
complex events, which resembles naturally occurring germline indels in C. elegans (75% deletions,
25% insertions)99 and human (50% deletions, 35% insertions)100. This suggests that our method could
simulate the impact of natural indel mutations for a site of interest. Compared to Cas9-outcomes in
human cells, we found longer indels and many insertions templated from the surrounding
sequence103,123–127. This can likely be explained by a higher activity of microhomology-mediated end
joining (MMEJ), or its sub-process, theta-mediated end joining (TMEJ), that use 5–25 bp
microhomology47,101. TMEJ has been previously reported as the main dsDNA-break repair pathway in
C. elegans102. Some models of MMEJ/TMEJ include cis intramolecular synthesis (“snap-back”), which
would result in inverted repeat insertion and k-mer matches of insertions to the opposite strand101,128–
130
. Our data, shows k-mer matches mainly to the same strand, which suggests that trans intermolecular
synthesis is the main mechanism of MMEJ/TMEJ dsDNA-break repair in the C. elegans germline
(Supplemental Figure 2)88,131.
Activity and interaction of let-7 miRNA binding sites
We then showed that mutated C. elegans populations can be analyzed with targeted sequencing to
measure the impact of gene regulatory mutations on gene expression and phenotype. We measured the
expression of more than 900 different deletion alleles along the lin-41 3′ UTR by targeted RNA
sequencing. These data were complemented by competitive genotype fitness derived from DNA
sampling over generations. The 4-fold upregulation of lin-41 mRNA only after simultaneous deletion
of both let-7 binding sites is consistent with the amount of natural down-regulation by let-7105,108,109 and
the de-repression observed when disrupting both let-7 interactions (2–4-fold)106,113,114. Surprisingly, we
found that each binding site could function on its own. Previous studies, together with their proximity
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of 27 bp, suggested that both let-7 sites may act cooperatively109,132. This was based on findings that
each site alone in one-, two-, or three copies does not show repressive activity109,133 – although others
reported that three copies can show wildtype activity110 – and that the identity of the intervening
sequence is important109,110. All these experiments used lacZ reporter overexpression and possibly
lacked the sensitivity to detect the activity of each single site. Systematic in vitro experiments have
previously determined that similar miRNA sites - extensively paired with a bulge - would not cooperate
at distances over 13 nt134,135. On the other hand, miRNA cooperativity has been observed in vivo at
distances of 27 nt or more (for mir-35)136,137.
We found a stronger effect on RNA regulation and phenotype when disrupting let-7 binding site1
compared to site2. Site1 has a stronger seed pairing, which might indicate a stronger repressive
activity138. Unexpectedly let-7 levels were elevated in site1-, and even more in site2 mutants. This is
consistent with target-dependent miRNA degradation (TDMD)139–141, in particular for site2, which is
also supported by computational predictions (A. Filipchyk, personal communication). Up-regulation of
lin-41 after deletion of each site separately adds up to less de-repression than the complete loss of let7. This points to a compensatory interaction between the sites, which could be involve feedback through
TDMD (Supplemental Figure 3A). Such a negative feedback loop could tighten the time-window of
lin-41 repression during development (Supplemental Figure 3B,C). Future studies could investigate this
further (Supplemental Figure 4A-C). In most cases the depletion of different let-7 target genes
suppresses vulval bursting in let-7(n2853) mutants, which raises the possibility that these targets also
reduce let-7 levels114,142–148. The C. elegans homolog for the human ubiquitin E3 ligase that mediates
TDMD, ebax-1, plays a role in reducing levels of the mir-35 family during development, but shows no
strong loss-of-function phenotypes82,139,141. It is possible that TDMD function expanded to other E3
ligases, especially in light of other gene expansions in C. elegans (e.g., 19 Argonautes)149. TDMD
pathway genes could be found among suppressors of the let-7 bursting phenotype114,142–148,150 or using
a forward genetics screen (Supplemental Figure 4D).
Isolation of reduction-of-function mutations using phenotypes
Finally, we demonstrated that our method can be used to discover functional gene regulatory sequences
that affect animal physiology. For this we targeted regulatory regions of genes with known
morphological phenotypes and manually isolated 57 mutants with phenotypic defects. These various
hypomorphic alleles were used to identify the gene regulatory sequences underlying the phenotype. For
the cuticle component sqt-3, many templated insertions in its 3′ UTR led to the reduction-of-function
Rol phenotype, while deletions were tolerated. We tried to understand these unexpected sequence
constraints by identifying the mechanism but were unsuccessful. This could be investigated further in
the future (Supplemental Figure 6A-D). Gain and loss of regulatory sequences are important processes
in the determination and evolution of phenotype1,10,12,151–153. Although rarer than point mutations,
templated insertions might be underestimated in their ability to generate or multiply functional
sequences with immediate phenotypic consequences.
Using iterative mutagenesis and selection by phenotype, we uncovered unexpected intragenic
suppressor mutations. This approach could be extended to other genes, to explore the general potential
of genetic interactions within gene regulatory regions or their potential to suppress phenotype defects
from coding mutations77,119,120,154. The multidimensional phenotypes affected by these genes (length,
thickness, curvature, movement) can be analyzed with automated imaging setups155–157. Alternatively,
many other phenotypes can be selected in automated and quantitative ways (Supplemental Table 4)158.♦
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Implications
This study demonstrates a generalized workflow for parallel, targeted mutagenesis screens in C.
elegans, to systematically explore function of gene regulatory sequences and their impact on phenotype.
Single aspects of this workflow will be useful to measure sequence function in bulk populations, explore
phenotype formation and -plasticity, discover interactions, rules, and constraints of gene regulatory
sequences, or create dense genotype-expression-phenotype maps (Figure 21A-E). Our results for the
lin-41 3’UTR indicate a compensatory genetic interaction of let-7 miRNA binding sites that might
provide a biological function for target-dependent miRNA degradation.

Figure 21. Parallel genetics to study gene regulatory sequences in C. elegans
Parallel genetics can be used to study the relationship between regulatory sequences, expression, and phenotype in several
ways, for example: (A) Dense genotype-phenotype maps to learn rules and design new extreme phenotypes. (B) Studying nonlinear expression-phenotype relationships68. (C) Testing evolvability towards phenotypes (longevity, behavior, morphology,
resistance). (D) Analyzing epistasis (genetic interaction) between non-coding-, and between coding- and non-coding
sequences. (E) Creating parallel reporter assays to study rules and constraints of regulatory sequences.

Limitations
As we have demonstrated in this study, sgRNA efficiencies around 1.5 % are sufficient to analyze
effects of mutations on gene regulation and phenotype, when coupled with deep sequencing and
manual- or automated selection of animals from large populations. However, in many cases this
efficiency is impractical for comprehensive analyses, for instance, to exhaustively determine all nonfunctional mutations in a regulatory sequence. Cas9 RNP injections or integrated Cas9 lines can now
reach 10-80% editing efficiency87,159–161. This is immediately advantageous for small scale applications,
for example to isolate 10-100 mutations, and could also be combined with population-scale bulk RNAseq to analyze thousands of non-lethal mutations.
CRISPR-Cas9 naturally comes with several limitations. Its NGG PAM prevents dense tiling in
many regions which restricts the resolution. Furthermore, apart from sgRNA-dependent off-target
mutagenesis, dsDNA-breaks have non-specific effects on cell cycle, chromatin, cellular physiology162–
164
, and can result in large chromosomal mutations165–167 – necessitating careful experimental design and
validation.
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Our large amplicon sequencing protocol does not incorporate UMIs as they would be separated
from the initial molecule by the tagmentation step. For the targeted full-length RNA sequencing we
added 8 nt UMIs, but the high read coverage would have required significantly longer UMIs to be
uniquely assignable to individual molecules. Because of this, we simply used high DNA input and PCR
amplicons that were ten times longer than the largest possible deletion expected from sgRNA target
sites. We also validated the main results with independent methods, such as indel length estimations
with Sanger sequencing or lin-41 expression with qPCR measurements on individual mutant strains.
Along the 1.2 kb lin-41 3′ UTR we did not detect other sequences with a significant effect on
mRNA expression apart from the let-7 binding sites. Because we measured changes from L1 to L4
developmental stage, other parts of the 3′ UTR might be functional at other time points and
environments, or they could be completely dispensable.
For the phenotype screen we relied on manual selection of mutants, which likely misses subtle
phenotypic defects. Together with the relatively low mutagenesis efficiency we likely missed many
functional mutations; thus, the absence of mutations cannot imply non-functionality for these regions.

Recommendations
There are several technical recommendations for future parallel genetics approaches. A significantly
improved efficiency could likely be achieved with more advanced expression systems and optimizations
for germline expression80,160,168,169. Alternative induction systems80,170–172 would enable continuous
germline-specific Cas9 expression to further increase efficiency, and allow synthetic evolution
experiments173. For denser tiling of targeted regions, CRISPR-nucleases with dispensable PAM
requirements could be used (Supplemental Figure 7A,B)45,174,175. Inducible sgRNA expression might be
possible with PolII-compatible architectures or an RNA-based induction system (Supplemental Figure
7C)171. Although we focused on native loci, Cas9 could also produce semi-random sequences at reporter
genes in situ for massively parallel reporter assays. For point mutagenesis, inducible homology-directed
repair would be suitable61, while base editors176–180 or programmable prime editors60,181,182 have the
advantage of functioning without dsDNA break, but are possibly less efficient and not yet established
in C. elegans. To reduce PCR biases for long read sequencing, unique molecule counting methods could
be incorporated183,184. More established protocols are available for 100-300 bp target regions, which are
recommended if possible125.
Implementations with alternative genetic tools could be based on inducible expression of FLP/Cre
recombinases170,185, Mos1 transposon96,186, or serine integrases187 (Supplemental Figure 8). Not all could
replace endogenous sequences to evaluate phenotype, but all would be good candidates for massively
parallel reporter assays, and likely would also support multiplexing insertions per animal to increase
throughput. For this, one injection would produce several extra-chromosomal array lines with each
likely fitting a DNA library of 1-2 Mbp (e.g., ~200-400 copies of 3,000 bp)79,188,189, which would allow
delivery of diverse libraries with few injections. Expression could be measured by bulk sequencing and
by microfluidic worm sorting190, or at single-cell level using combinations of FACS-sorting and targeted
scRNA74,191–197.
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Concluding summary
We have shown that CRISPR-Cas-based mutagenesis can be parallelized in C. elegans to study gene
regulatory sequences in vivo. This can be achieved with existing tools combined with a powerful
experimental workflow, that was so far mostly restricted to cell culture systems. We have shown that
this method creates diverse mutations which can be used to identify functional gene regulatory
sequences and connect these directly to animal physiology. Along the way, we made insights into
genome editing and DNA repair mechanisms in C.elegans. Our results for the well-studied lin-41 3'
UTR indicate a compensatory genetic interaction of let-7 miRNA binding sites that might involve
target-dependent miRNA degradation. The findings for the sqt-3 3' UTR show that templated insertions
from dsDNA break repair can result in strong regulatory changes with phenotype defects, and that
genetic interaction within a 3' UTR has the potential to revert such defects. Together with future
improvements of efficiency, the genetic approach presented here suggests a layout for explorative and
comprehensive studies to better understand fundamental functions of gene regulatory sequences in
animals.
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Establishing the approach for parallel genetics in C. elegans
Caenorhabditis elegans culture
The wild-type strain N2 Bristol198 was used to create transgenic lines for experiments. In a screen for phenotypes,
we isolated several mutants and revertants for different regulatory regions. For initial tests we generated a his-72
c-terminal GFP knock-in strain (NIK123) which we crossed into a strain expressing Peft-3:tdTomato:H2B from
a single copy insertion (EG7927)96 resulting in a GFP/tdTomato expressing strain (NIK124) for automated
quantifications and sorting using the Copas Biosorter. A complete list of strains can be found in Table S3 of ref.94.
Animals were maintained on NGM plates with Escherichia coli OP50 as originally described77, at 16, 20 or
24 °C. Plates for hygromycin resistant transgenic animals were modified by adding working stock solution of 5
mg/mL Hygromycin B (Thermo Fisher) in water onto plates before use, to a final concentration of 75 μg/mL
NGM. For standard 6 cm plates with 10 mL NGM that would be 150 μL of 5 mg/mL Hygromycin working stock
solution.

Plasmid construction
A list of all plasmids created or used in this study can be found in Table S3 of ref.94. The plasmid for heat-shock
inducible Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 expression (pJJF152) was created by Gibson assembly199 of a previously
published C. elegans optimized SpCas9200 (“Friedland Cas9”), with the hsp-16.48 heat-shock promoter and the
unc-54 3′ UTR using HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (NEB). The plasmid backbone for sgRNA expression
(pJJF439) was created by PCR amplification of the U6 promoter of W05B2.8 and replacing the promoter of
pJJR50, using restriction digest and Gibson assembly.
Plasmids for sgRNA expression were cloned as previously described using one of two published backbones,
pMB7092, pJJR5093 or pJJF439(this study). For this, 5-10 μg of backbone was digested using 1 μL Fastdigest Eco31I
(aka BsaI, Thermo Fisher) or Fastdigest BpiI (aka BbsI, Thermo Fisher) at 37°C for 2-6 hrs, separated from
undigested plasmid on a 1.5% Agarose/TAE gel, and extracted using the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit
(Zymo), according to the instruction manual. Two complementary DNA oligonucleotides containing the spacer
sequence, plus an optional 5’ G for optimal U6 promoter expression, and 4 nucleotide overhangs for ligation into
the backbone were phosphorylated and annealed in a thermocycler. This reaction contained 1 μL of each oligo (at
100 μM), 1 μL of 10x T4 DNA ligase buffer (Thermo Fisher), 1 μL T4 PNK (Thermo Fisher) and 6 μL water and
was incubated 37°C 30 min, 95°C 5 minutes and cooled down at -0.1 °C/second to 25°C. Sample was diluted
1:200 in water and 1 μL was used for ligation with 70-130 ng of linearized backbone, 1 μL of 10x T4 DNA ligase
buffer and 1 μL of T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Fisher) and water to a volume of 10 μL. Ligation was performed at
room temperature for 1 hr or overnight. 5 μL were then transformed.
The HDR repair template plasmid used for the his-72::GFP knock-in was prepared as described
previously201.
For transformation and amplification, we used DH5alpha Mix & Go Competent Cells (Zymo) in all the
above clonings except for the his-72::GFP repair template which required ccdB resistant bacteria for which we
used One Shot ccdB Survival (Thermo Fisher). DNA extractions by miniprep were done with the ZymoPURE
Plasmid Miniprep kit (Zymo) and elution with water.

sgRNA design
Most sgRNAs were designed using the CRISPOR web application (http://crispor.tefor.net/)202. Some sgRNAs
were designed manually using the plasmid editor Ape (A plasmid Editor, M.W. Davis, unpublished,
https://jorgensen.biology.utah.edu/wayned/ape/). All sgRNAs were designed for C. elegans genome version ce11
and we evaluated all sgRNAs using the E-CRISP web application (http://www.e-crisp.org/E-CRISP)203. For
regulatory regions of interest, we aimed at a regular spacing between target sites, dense coverage and as little as
possible predicted off-targets with less than three mismatches. A detailed list of sgRNA sequences, together with
their characteristics, efficiency prediction scores and predicted off-targets can be found in Table S3 of ref.94.

Generation of transgenic C. elegans
Extra-chromosomal array transgenes were generated by standard procedure using micro-injection into the
gonad204. A detailed list of injection mixes and their composition can be found in Table S3 of ref94. The injection
mix usually contained plasmids for heat-shock inducible Cas9, pMB6792 or pJJF152 (this study) at 50 ng/μL, 1-
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10 sgRNAs using the backbones pMB7092, pJJR5093 or pJJF439(this study) at 10-50 ng/μL, a visual co-injection
marker expressing mCherry in the pharynx, pCFJ9095 at 5 ng/μL, and hygromycin resistance IR98205 at 3 ng/μL.
For large scale experiments followed by targeted DNA sequencing we used pMB67 for Cas9 expression and
sgRNAs cloned into the pJJR50 backbone. Independent lines were created from F1 animals selected for pharynx
expression of the mCherry co-injection marker. Lines were maintained on Hygromycin as described above.

C-terminal GFP knock-in of his-72
C-terminal GFP knock-in of his-72 was performed as described previously using a self-excising selection
cassette201.

Biosorter
Automated measurement of GFP negative animals in F1 and their F2 progeny. His-72::GFP was targeted with
sg1, sg2, pool1 (sg2, 3, 4, 6, 8) or pool2 (sg3, 5, 8). F1 generation was collected by bleaching 12 hrs after heatshock. These were either measured on the Biosorter flow system at larvae stage L3 or grown to adulthood to
collect F2 generation which was then also measured at larvae stage L3. The number of analyzed worms per sample
was between 1,662 and 21,983 worms.

Small-scale Cas9 induction and time course
20-40 egg-laying adults were transferred to small 6cm NGM plates with OP50 Escherichia coli and without
Hygromycin. Plates were placed in a programmable incubator “Innova 42” (New Brunswick
Scientific/Eppendorf) at 20°C. Heat shock was applied for 2 hours at 34°C, followed by 20°C. For time course
experiments adults were transferred to new plates using a picking tool at regular time intervals (14, 16, 18, 20, 22,
43 or 12, 15, 18, 21, 48 hrs) after heat shock to analyze eggs laid within each interval. PCR genotyping of GFPnegative his-72::GFP knock-in animals was done as described further below under “PCR genotyping”.

Induced homology-dependent repair of non-fluorescent GFP
From targeting the GFP in his-72::GFP and selecting GFP-negative animals, one allele was occurring more
frequently, pointing to a nonrandom indel outcome that favors this 4 bp deletion (Figure 2) (11/46 of GFP-negative
mutations, 24%). Such a his-72::nfGFP4del strain was injected with mixes containing a PCR product from the
original, intact, his-72::GFP, in addition to the usual plasmids for heat-shock inducible Cas9, sgRNA(s) and coinjection markers. All conditions contained a sgRNA specific for the “nfGFP4del”. In one condition (“with
overhangs”) the PCR amplicon contained additional overhangs including a PAM sequence, that allowed targeting
the ends with a specific sgRNA. The rationale was, that the PCR template for homology-dependent repair might
not be accessible for DNA repair if it is present in concatenated extra-chromosomal arrays. In another condition
the PCR amplicon with overhangs was prepared with two rounds of error prone PCR, using the “GeneMorph II
EZClone Domain Mutagenesis Kit” (Agilent Technologies), to introduce random point mutations.

Developmental synchronization
Synchronized L1s were obtained by bleaching, as previously described206. Egg-laying animals were washed off
plates in 50 mL M9 buffer (42 mM Na2HPO4, 22 mM KH2PO4, 86 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgSO4) and settled for 10
minutes. M9 was aspirated until a remaining volume of 7.5 mL. Then 1 mL 12% NaClO and 1 mL 5 M NaOH
were added. Worms were incubated under gentle rotation, vortexed briefly after 4 minutes and incubated under
constant observation for another 3 minutes. Bleaching was stopped by addition of 40 mL M9 when circa 50% of
animals were dissolved. Eggs were then pelleted by centrifugation at 1,200 g for 1.5 minutes and washed two
more times using M9, centrifugation and decanting. Finally, eggs were resuspended in circa 4 mL M9 and left
shaking at 16 °C overnight for at least 12 hours to allow hatching and developmental arrest of L1 larvae. Larvae
concentration was then counted in triplicates and the desired amount was dispensed on plates with food to begin
synchronized development.
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Large-scale experiments, targeted DNA sequencing and analysis
Large-scale Cas9 heat shock induction
Before the experiments, animals were maintained 5-25 generations in culture under Hygromycin selection to
ensure expression of transgenes. Expression was indicated by Hygromycin resistance, and the visual mCherry coinjection marker expressed in the pharynx. For all experiments three independent lines from the same injection
mix were used. For transient heat shock induction of Cas9, synchronized populations were seeded on large 15 cm
NGM plates with food and without Hygromycin. Plates with egg-laying adults (P0) were placed in a
programmable incubator “Innova 42” (New Brunswick Scientific/Eppendorf) at 20°C and 34°C heat shock was
applied for 2 hours. Because the heat shock conditions were optimized with small 6 cm NGM plates, 2 hours at
34°C might not be long enough for optimal induction of the large 15 cm plates that contain ~3-times more NGM.
Plates were kept at 20°C for 12 hrs and eggs were collected by bleaching as described above for developmental
synchronization. Hatched larvae, arrested at the L1-stage, the first generation after Cas9 induction (F1), were then
again seeded on large NGM plates with food for synchronized development until egg-laying, to collect the next
generation (F2) by bleaching. We used this F2 generation for all experiments to ensure non-mosaic animals
generated by F1 germline mutations. We seeded 50,000 P0 for Cas9 induction at 24°C on Hygromycin (25,000 /
big plate), and 100,000 F1 at 16°C (25,000 / big plate). 400,000 F2 were frozen for genomic DNA extraction to
determine introduced indel mutations. The remaining F2 were used for experiments described below.

Genomic DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was obtained using worm lysis, phenol-chloroform extraction, and ethanol precipitation. Worms
were washed once in 50 mL M9 buffer and frozen in 1 mL M9. After thawing, M9 was removed and 100 μL of
TENSK buffer (50mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5% SDS. 0.1 mg/mL proteinase K, 0.5% ßMercaptoethanol) was added. Sample was incubated for 1.5 hrs at 60 °C while shaking at 1,000 rpm on a benchtop
heating block. 300 μL of water was added, followed by 400 μL phenol/chloroform/isoamylacohol pH 8.0 (Carl
Roth). Sample was mixed by shaking the tube and centrifuged for 10 min. at 15’000 g at room temperature. The
upper aqueous phase, circa 350 μL, was transferred to a new tube and an equal volume of chloroform was added.
After additional centrifugation 10 min. at 15,000 g at 4°C, the upper aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube,
and 2 μL glyco blue added. This was followed by addition of 30 μL 3M NaAc (pH 5.2-6) and 1 mL pure ethanol.
Samples were centrifuged for 10 min. at full speed and 4°C in benchtop centrifuge. Pellet was washed once with
70% ethanol and resuspended in 25 μL water at 50°C for 30 min. Then 0.25 μL RNAse I (10 U/μL, Thermo
Fisher) was added and incubated for 30 min. at 37°C. DNA concentration was determined on a Nanodrop ND1000 (Thermo Fisher) and diluted to 50-200 ng/μL in water. Since we did not test other protocols or commercial
solutions to extract genomic DNA, likely there are alternatives that could be quicker and better in preserving DNA
integrity.

DNA long amplicon sequencing
Amplicons were designed so that they contained all the regions of a gene targeted in our experiments. 0.5 – 3 kb
amplicons were large enough that deletions between the outermost sgRNAs would not change the amplicon size
by more than 10% to avoid more efficient amplification of templates with large deletions. Furthermore, large
amplicons should capture the reported large deletions missed by 100-300 bp amplicons of other workflows.
Primers used for amplification together with annealing temperature and resulting amplicon sizes can be found in
Table S3 of ref.94. Genomic DNA concentration was fluorimetrically quantified using Qubit dsDNA HS kit
(Thermo Fisher). For PCR reactions we used 100 ng template DNA. We calculated that 100 ng of genomic DNA
equals more than 90 million C. elegans genomes and therefore represented all animals in our samples that
contained for most samples 400,000 and maximal (for DNA sampling over generations) 2,000,000 animals.
50 μL PCR the reactions were set up as follows. Phusion HF polymerase (NEB) 0.2 μL, 5X HF buffer 10
μL, dNTP mix 1 μL, forward and reverse oligos at 10 μM 5 μL, water 32 μL, and template DNA. Samples were
incubated at 98°C 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of 98°C 15 sec, 58-72 °C 30 sec, 72 °C for 7 min with a final
elongation at 72 °C for 7 min. PCR reactions were analyzed on agarose gels to ensure successful amplification.
Cleanup was then done by either agarose gel or SPRI beads. For gel-based cleanup 1.5 % Agarose/TAE gels
were run and bands were excised with circa +/-500 bp, to also include products with deletions or insertions. DNA
was recovered from agarose gel using the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo). For SPRI beads cleanup
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and no size selection we used AMPure XP Reagent (Beckman Coulter). 0.8 x volume of beads were added to PCR
reactions, incubated 2 min at room temperature, washed twice with freshly prepared 80 % EtOH using a magnetic
rack, and eluted with water.
DNA was quantified by Nanodrop, diluted to 5 ng/μL, quantified by Qubit, diluted to 0.4 ng/μL, quantified
by Qubit and diluted to 0.2 ng/μL for library preparation. Library preparation was done with the Nextera XT DNA
kit (Illumina) which fragments input DNA and adds sample-specific barcodes by tagmentation. Although we used
one barcode per sample, it is also possible to pool amplicons before library preparation and use the same barcode
for multiple samples provided that samples don’t need to be identified individually or that reads for each sample
can be distinguished after mapping (e.g., non-overlapping amplicons from different genes). Libraries were
analyzed with a Tapestation D1000 ScreenTape system (Agilent) or Bioanalyzer HS DNA kit (Agilent) and
showed an average fragment size of around 500 bp (range 400 – 600 bp). Average fragment size, together with
the DNA concentration measured with Qubit, was used to determine molarity and an equimolar pool of libraries
was prepared. This pool was again analyzed using Tapestation or Bioanalyzer, measured by Qubit and diluted to
2 nM as input for the Illumina sequencing workflow. The library pool was then sequenced using 150 bp reads
with a Miniseq Mid Output kit, 2x150 cycles (Illumina), or a Nextseq 500 V2 Mid Output kit, 150 cycles
(Illumina).
Established protocols with UMIs are available for shorter, 100-300 bp, PCR amplicons and are
recommended if the experimental design allows125. Alternative sequencing platforms or protocols that achieve
longer read lengths might be able to cover PCR amplicons up to 600 bp. For approaches that skip the tagmentation
step and directly use long read sequencing (e.g., Pacbio or Nanopore) or synthetic long reads (e.g., Illumina or
10x) to cover longer PCR amplicons, unique molecule counting methods (using UMIs) should be incorporated to
reduce PCR biases183,184.

Analysis of targeted sequencing using crispr-DART
Primary analysis of targeted sequencing data was done using the crispr-DART software. A detailed description of
crispr-DART can be found in the associated publication94 and at https://github.com/BIMSBbioinfo/crispr_DART.
The pipeline accepts short or long reads from different platforms as input and has no technical limit on the size
and number of target regions or number of sgRNAs. Sequence of processing steps is shown in Figure 4. The
resulting html reports give an intuitive overview of quality and efficiency of experiments, and characteristics of
the introduced indel mutations. Additionally, the output consists of BAM files, bigwig files, BED files, and
different tables. These were used for the downstream analyses that are described further below. R scripts for these
analyses can be found at https://github.com/BIMSBbioinfo/froehlich_uyar_et_al_2020.

Browser shots
Browser shots were compiled using indel profiles and top indels provided by the computational pipeline crisprDART as BigWig and BED files and loading them into the UCSC genome browser207 or the IGV browser208
followed by export as vector graphics compatible format. We used C. elegans genome version ce11/WBcel235
including 26 species base-wise conservation (PhyloP).

sgRNA efficiency comparisons
Crispr-DART calculates the efficiency of a sgRNA as the ratio of the number of reads with an insertion/deletion
that start or end at +/- 5bp of the intended cut-site to the total number of reads aligned at this region. For untreated
wild type control samples, we used all cut sites present in any of the treated samples of the same amplicon. For
comparing observed efficiencies to published prediction scores and other sgRNA characteristics98,209–216, these
scores were manually extracted from the CRISPOR web application (http://crispor.tefor.net/) 202 for each sgRNA
and compared to the sgRNA efficiencies determined by crispr-DART.

Indel characteristics
For indel proportions, the fraction of reads containing insertion, deletion or complex events was determined per
sample. Complex events were defined as reads containing more than one event. These could be either insertions,
deletions or additional substitutions which suggested a combination of multiple events.
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For the distribution of indel lengths we considered all deletions or insertions supported by at least 0.001%
of reads at that position, at least 5 reads and overlapping with any cut site +/- 5 bp. Deletions were further classified
as “multi cut” deletions when a deletion overlapped with more than one sgRNA cut site +/- 5 bp or otherwise were
classified as “single cut” deletions when they only overlapped with one cut site.
For the analysis of insertion origin, all 5-mers from insertions were extracted. Then matches to the
surrounding sequence +/- 50 bp of the insertion position were counted on the forward and reverse complement
strand. As control sequences nucleotides of insertions were shuffled randomly.
R scripts to reproduce these analyses and figures are available at the Github repository (see Data and Code
Availability section).

Genotype diversity
For genotype diversity we considered indels supported by at least 0.001% of reads at that position, at least 5 reads
and overlapping with any cut site +/- 5 bp. Each deletion, defined by start and end coordinates, irrespective of its
abundance (except reaching the threshold defined above) was considered as one unique deletion genotype. Each
insertion genotype was defined by position and by considering the inserted sequence. For untreated wild type
control samples, we used all cut sites present in any of the treated samples of the same amplicon.
For the plots of “unique deletions per nucleotide by sgRNA”, each deletion was assigned to a sgRNA when
it was overlapping with its cut site +/- 5 bp.
R scripts to reproduce these analyses and figures are available at the Github repository (see Data and Code
Availability section).

Analysis of the lin-41 3′ UTR and the let-7 miRNA binding sites
Targeted mRNA sequencing
Mutated F2, arrested at the L1 developmental stage, were obtained from Cas9-induced P0 as described above.
40,000 were directly frozen for genomic DNA extraction. 80,000 were directly frozen for RNA extraction by
adding 1 mL TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher), homogenization with a Precellys 24 tissue homogenizer (Bertin
Instruments) and storage at -80°C. 5,000 L1s were seeded on large 15 cm NGM plates at 24°C and collected 32
hours later, at late-L4 stage, and prepared for RNA extraction like the L1 sample. At 32 hours, lin-41 mRNA is
fully downregulated112, while the lethal vulva bursting occurs later, after molting, in the adult stage106.
RNA was chloroform-extracted as follows. Samples were thawed, 0.2 mL of chloroform added, incubated
for 3 minutes, and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 x g at 4°C. The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a
new tube, 2 μL GlycoBlue (30 μg) were added, 500 μL of isopropanol were added and sample was incubated for
10 minutes. Sample was centrifuged 10 minutes at 12,000 x g at 4°C, supernatant discarded, and 1 mL of 75%
EtOH was added. Sample was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 7,500 x g at 4°C, supernatant removed, pellet air-dried
and resuspended in 20 μL RNase-free water. RNA concentrations ranged between 1,000 - 2,000 ng/μL, as
determined on a Nanodrop ND-1000. Sample was diluted to 300 ng/μL and used for reverse transcription.
RNA was reverse transcribed using Maxima H Minus Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher). A reaction
containing 11.5 μL RNA (3.45 μg), 2 μL gene-specific RT primer at 10 μM (oJJF890 “3’end”, containing a UMI
and PCR handle), 1 μL dNTP Mix (10 mM each), was incubated 5 minutes at 65°C. Then 4 μL 5X RT buffer, 0.5
μL RiboLock RNase inhibitor, and 1 μL (200 U) Maxima H Minus reverse transcriptase were added and the
reaction was incubated for 30 minutes at 60°C, and 5 minutes at 85°C.
PCR was performed with a lin-41-specific primer containing a sample-specific barcode (oJJF1140-1147 for
samples N2, 1516, 2627, pool3 at L1 and L4 stages) binding in the second last exon and a primer (oJJF960)
binding the PCR handle introduced by the reverse transcription primer. 2 μL of each RT reaction was used as
template in 4 PCR reactions, each containing 10 μL 5X HF buffer, 1 μL dNTP mix (10 mM each), 5 μL F+R
primer mix (10 μM), 0.2 μL Phusion polymerase, 32 μL water and 2.5 μL DMSO (5% final). Samples were
incubated at 98°C 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of 98°C 10 sec, 69 °C 20 sec, 72 °C for 1 min with a final
elongation at 72 °C for 7 min. PCR was then analyzed on an agarose gel and DNA was cleaned up using Ampure
XP beads (Beckman Coulter). For this the four PCR reactions were pooled resulting in 100 μL. 80 μL beads were
added, incubated for 5 min at room temperature, washed once with 70% ethanol, and DNA was eluted in 10 μL
water. This resulted in concentrations between 40-110 ng/μL. All samples were diluted to 40ng/μL and then
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pooled. 32 μL of this pool (1280 ng) was then used as the input for SMRTBell (Pacbio) library preparation
according to the instruction manual and sequenced using a Pacbio Sequel I sequencer.
In the future unique molecule counting methods could be incorporated to reduce PCR biases183,184. UMIs
would need to be longer than usual, because of the high coverage from targeted sequencing, and to allow error
correction.

RNA analysis of lin-41 3′ UTR deletions
Deletions supported by at least 5 Pacbio reads from L1 and L4 stage samples were filtered to keep only those
deletions detected in both samples. No read percentage threshold was applied in this analysis. Each deletion was
categorized based on their overlap with important sites in the 3′ UTR of lin-41.
Seed region of the first let-7 complementary site (site1) (“LCS1_seed”): chrI:9335255-9335263
Seed region of the second let-7 complementary site (site2) (“LCS2_seed”): chrI:9335208-9335214
Non-seed of the first let-7 complementary site (site1) (“LCS1_3compl”): chrI:9335264-9335276
Non-seed of the second let-7 complementary site (site2) (“LCS2_3compl”): chrI:9335215-9335227
Deletions were further categorized based on whether they overlap both let-7 microRNA seed regions (“both”),
and those that don’t overlap any of these defined regions (“none”).
Deletion frequency values were computed and the ratio of deletion frequencies between L4 stage and L1 stage
samples were computed in log2 scale. For each category of deletions, a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test was
computed to test the null hypothesis that the stage specific abundance of deletions that overlap a let-7 binding site
is not greater from those deletions that don’t overlap any of these sites.

RNA analysis by unsupervised clustering of long reads
Only Pacbio reads from both L1 and L4 stage lin-41 RNA samples that covered the complete region between
chrI:9334840-9336100 (the region from the beginning of the amplified segment up to the first intron) were
selected, to make sure that all reads that go into analysis are covering the whole segment. For each read, the
alignment of the read (including the inserted sequences) was obtained and all combinations of k-mers (k=5) were
counted within these alignments allowing for up to 1 mismatch using Biostrings package 217. Seurat package218
was used to process the k-mer count matrix to do scaling, dimension reduction (PCA and UMAP) and networkbased spectral clustering. The clustering of long PacBio reads covering the region enabled us to cluster reads into
genotypes, thus taking advantage of the length of the reads while also allowing for the high rate of indels in the
PacBio reads (compared to Illumina reads).

DNA sampling over generations
Mutated F1 samples were obtained as described above using large-scale mutagenesis by Cas9 heat shock
induction. For this we used N2 as control and 3 lines with sgRNAs against the lin-41 3’ UTR (sg15 and sg16,
sg26 and sg27, sg pool). We conducted the experiment at 16°C and 24°C. 3,000 L1 stage animals (F1 generation)
were seeded on medium plates with OP50. After egg laying and hatching of the next generation (F2) after 3 or 5
days (24°C or 16°C) F1 and F2 were separated. For this, animals were washed from plates in a final volume of 2
ml M9 buffer into 2 ml Eppendorf tubes. Adult animals sink faster and after circa 2-5 minutes are collected at the
bottom of the tube, while L1 animals still swim. This was carefully monitored visually. When most adults (95%)
had sunken to the bottom, supernatant M9, containing L1 stage animals, was removed to a separate tube. This was
repeated three times by adding 2 ml M9 and separation by sinking. Adult animals were frozen for genomic DNA
extraction in circa 20 uL M9. For generations F2-F4, 2,000 L1 were seeded on new medium plates, and frozen as
adults after separation from the next generation. Generation F5 was frozen at L1 stage. Genomic DNA extraction
and targeted large amplicon sequencing was performed as described above.

Fitness analysis of lin-41 3′ UTR deletions
For this analysis, we used lin-41 DNA samples sequenced with Illumina single-end sequencing from multiple
generations from F1 to F5 of the same pool of animals treated with sgRNA guides “sg15 and sg16”, “sg26 and
sg27” or “sg pool”. Deletions were considered for this analysis when they were supported in the F1 samples by at
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least 0.001% of reads at that position and at least 5 reads. The important sites considered for this analysis were
the following.
Seed region of the first let-7 complementary site (site1) (“LCS1_seed”): chrI:9335255-9335263
Seed region of the second let-7 complementary site (site2) (“LCS2_seed”): chrI:9335208-9335214
Non-seed of the first let-7 complementary site (site1) (“LCS1_3compl”): chrI:9335264-9335276
Non-seed of the second let-7 complementary site (site2) (“LCS2_3compl”): chrI:9335215-9335227
Poly-adenylation signal: chrI:9334816-9334821
Stop-codon: chrI:9335965-9335967
We wanted to address the question whether the deletions that exist at F1 were exposed to purifying selection over
generations if they overlapped the important sites in the 3′ UTR region of lin-41. We did this analysis in two ways.
First, we counted the deletions categorized by their overlap (or non-overlap) with the important sites that existed
in F1 generation and analyzed how many of them still existed in later generations. Second, we did the same
analysis at the level of reads: we counted the reads with deletions that overlapped or did not overlap the important
sites from generations F1 to F5. When comparing the number of reads, the read counts were normalized by the
library sizes (total number of reads in the sample).

Lin-41 strains with site1 or site2 deletions
We generated mutant strains by targeting either site1 or site2 using Cas9/tracRNA/crRNA RNP injections.
Injection mix contained 0.3 μg/μl Cas9 protein (Alt-R Cas9 V3 from IDT), 0.12 M KCl, 8 nM Hepes pH 7.4, 8
μM tracrRNA (Alt-R from IDT), 8 μM crRNA (custom crRNA, Alt-R from IDT), 5 ng/μl pCFJ90 (RFP coinjection marker), in duplex buffer (IDT). To prepare injection mixes, Cas9 protein was mixed with KCl and
Hepes. crRNA and tracrRNA were annealed in duplex buffer for 5 min at 95 °C and ramp down to 25°C and
added. Cas9/tracRNA/crRNA mix was incubated at 37°C for 10 min. F1 progeny positive for the pharynx
expressed RFP co-injection marker were singled, allowed to lay eggs at 16°C, then genotyped using single worm
lysis followed by Sanger sequencing of PCR amplicons. We observed mutations in 12/24 (50%) (site1) and 15/32
(47%) (site2) genotyped animals. For each site we kept the two strains with the biggest disruption of the seed
regions. We maintained these strains at 16°C. Strains were bleached for developmental synchronization as
described above. Three 10cm plates with egg-laying adults were bleached for each strain. For the strain MT7626
let-7(n2853), which shows developmental defects, six plates were bleached. L1 larvae hatched overnight at 16°C.
For RNA quantifications, 7000 L1 larvae were seeded onto medium 10cm plates and cultured at 24°C. 30
hours into synchronized development animals were collected using M9. After settling 200 uL were added to 1 mL
of TRIzol reagent, homogenized in a Precellys 24 tissue homogenizer (Bertin Instruments) and stored at -80°C.
Samples were thawed and RNA was chloroform-extracted as follows. 0.2 mL of chloroform were added,
incubated for 3 minutes, and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 x g at 4°C. The upper aqueous phase was
transferred to a new tube, 2 μL GlycoBlue (30 μg) were added, 500 μL of isopropanol were added and sample
was incubated for 10 minutes. Sample was centrifuged 10 minutes at 12,000 x g at 4°C, supernatant discarded,
and 1 mL of 75% EtOH was added. Sample was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 7,500 x g at 4°C, supernatant
removed, pellet air-dried and resuspended in 20 μL RNase-free water. RNA concentrations ranged between 1,000
- 4,000 ng/μL, as determined on a Nanodrop ND-1000.
To quantify mRNA by qPCR, the total RNA was diluted to 150 ng/μL and used for reverse transcription.
RNA was reverse transcribed using Maxima H Minus Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher). A reaction
containing 10 μL RNA (1. 5 μg), 2.5 μL water, 1 μL of random hexamer primer at 5 ng/μL, 1 μL dNTP Mix (10
mM each), was incubated 5 minutes at 65°C. Then 4 μL 5X RT buffer, 0.5 μL RiboLock RNase inhibitor, and 1
μL (200 U) Maxima H Minus reverse transcriptase were added and the reaction was incubated for 30 minutes at
60°C, and 5 minutes at 85°C. Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) was then performed using 10 μL SYBR green
2x (with 35 μL ROX/ 1mL), 2 μL forward and reverse primer mix (5 μM each), and 8 μL cDNA (10 ng/μL) (80ng
total). Primers were tested using a stepwise four-fold dilution series for efficiency and melting curves for
specificity. Reactions were performed in technical triplicates, water and RT- reactions served as controls for
contamination and genomic DNA amplifications respectively. Differences in RNA/cDNA input were normalized
using the tubulin gene tbb-2 and fold changes were calculated relative to wild type (N2) samples.
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To quantify microRNAs with Taqman assays, the total RNA was diluted to a final concentration of 2.5
ng/μL. Then the protocol of the TaqMan ® Universal Master Mix II (Applied Biosystems) was followed with
modifications. Briefly, RT master mix was prepared slightly modified: 1.5 μL 10mM dNTPs, 0.25 μL Superscript
III (200 U/μL), 3 μL 5x buffer, 0.2 μL Ribolock (40 U/μL), 2.15 μL H2O. Then 7.7 μL RT master mix were
combined with 5.5 μL of total RNA concentrated at 2.5 ng/μL (total of 12.5 ng). 20x miRNA-specific “RT primer”
were diluted to 5x in 0.1x TE buffer. Then 12 μL of RT master mix, containing total RNA from the previous step,
were combined with 3 μL of 5x “RT primer”. For miRNA-specific reverse transcription, samples were incubated
in a thermal cycler 30 min. at 16°C, 30 min. at 42°C, 5 min. at 85°C, and kept at 4°C afterwards. For the real-time
PCR amplification reactions were set up as follows. 10 μL TaqMan Universal Master Mix II, no UNG, 7.67 μL
H2O were mixed. 1 μL of 20x TaqMan microRNA Assay mix was added. 1.33 μL of the RT product from the RT
reaction was added. Real-time PCR system was then programmed for the following cycling parameters. 10 min
at 95°C, then 40 cycles of 15 sec. at 95°C, 60 sec. at 60°C. Measurements were done in triplicates. RT primers
for let-7, mir-1, and U6 were used. “No target controls” were used to control for any non-specific amplifications,
that were not observed. Comparison of let-7 levels between mutants and wild type were then calculated by first
normalizing let-7 levels to RNA input using mir-1 (which is expected to be unaffected by mutating the let-7
binding sites in lin-41), and then by calculating let-7 abundance in mutants relative to N2 wild type.
For quantification of lethal and bursting phenotype, 200 L1 larvae were seeded onto small 6cm plates and
cultured at 24°C. Photos and videos were taken at 50 hours into synchronized development. We then scored dead
animals or animals that had burst (with the intestine exiting the body cavity through the vulva) by examining 200
animals per plate and 3 plates for each strain.

Isolation of regulatory mutations that change animal phenotype
Screen for regulatory sequences by phenotype
We targeted 8 genes with known RNAi-phenotypes (dpy-2, dpy-10, egl-30, rol-6, sqt-2, sqt-3, unc-26, unc-54)
using different sets of sgRNAs against regulatory regions. We used lines in which we targeted the 3′ UTR and for
some genes we used additional lines targeting predicted enhancer, TATA-box, initiator (INR) and
upstream/promoter regions. A list with all samples can be found in Table 1.
For each transgenic line (injection mixes imJJF181-215) we screened 35,000 F2 animals produced from P0
with large-scale induced Cas9 expression as described above. Animals were seeded onto NGM plates with food
at a concentration of 15,000 per 15 cm plates or at 2,500 - 5,000 per 10 cm plates. Plates were kept at 16°C or
24°C. We then directly screened these plates by eye. Additionally, we collected worms in M9 and dispensed
worms in drops on an empty plate. We then observed worms moving in M9 and moving away after M9 was dried
(<1 min.). Dpy, Unc, and Rol worms were identified by morphology, their movement in M9 or slow and otherwise
impaired movement away from the spot of dispension. Potential mutants were then picked and kept on plates for
2 to 4 generations at 24°C to achieve homozygosity. Animals were then singled again by phenotype and
genotyped. This resulted in isolation of several mutant strains with the same genotype. We could not distinguish
between cousins/siblings coming from the same F1/F2 or independent mutants coming from independently
mutated F1s. In these cases, we kept one representative strain. We determined that penetrance was complete for
all alleles except for the sqt-2 enhancer locus (n>300 animals). For sqt-2 the penetrance varied between 10-100%.
We scored the expressivity of the phenotypes into three categories (+, ++, +++) (n>300 animals). All the reported
phenotypes have been determined and validated for several generations at 24°C. We also validated the absence of
the extra-chromosomal transgenes judged by the red fluorescent co-injection marker. For sqt-3 all isolated Dpy
animals, characteristic for complete loss-of-function, contained large mutations affecting the coding frame. We
therefore screened mainly for reduction-of-function alleles by screening for Rol animals. Non-Rol revertants of
the sqt-3(ins) Rol animals were isolated using the small-scale approach on 6 cm plates (see above) with injection
mixes imJJF215 or imJJF230.

PCR Genotyping
Single worms were picked using a platin wire picking tool and immersed in 10 μL of worm lysis buffer (WLB)
(10mM Tris pH 8.3, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 50mM KCl, 0.45% NP-40, 0.45% Tween-20, 0.01% gelatine, and freshly
added 100 μg/mL proteinase K). Samples were frozen at -80°C for at least 10 minutes, incubated at 60°C for 30-
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60 minutes, and 95°C for 15-30 minutes in a thermocycler. 1 μL of lysate was used as template in the following
PCR. 25 μL PCR reactions were set up as follows. Phusion HF polymerase (NEB) 0.1 μL, 5X HF buffer 5 μL,
dNTP mix 0.5 μL, forward and reverse oligos at 10 μM 2.5 μL, water 16 μL, and template DNA. 98°C 3 min,
followed by 35 cycles of 98°C 15 sec, 58-72 °C 30 sec, 72 °C for 7 min with a final 7 min at 72 °C. 2 μL of the
reaction was then analyzed on an agarose gel. DNA was then cleaned up using AMPure XP Reagent (Beckman
Coulter) by adding 0.8 x volume of beads to 23 μL PCR reaction, 2 min at room temperature, washed twice with
freshly prepared 80 % EtOH using a magnetic rack, and eluted with 18 μL water. DNA was then either analyzed
by T7 nuclease assay or directly sent to Sanger sequencing. T7 nuclease assay was performed on cleaned up DNA
using T7 endonuclease. Sanger sequencing traces were aligned to genomic loci using Snapgene (GSL Biotech)
and linear maps were exported as svg vector files to create figures.

mRNA pull downs
mRNA pull down was conducted as previously described (“in vivo Interactions by Pulldown of RNA”, “viPR”,
ref.121). Pull down probes for sqt-3 were designed using an initial set from an online probe designer for Stellaris
RNA fish (www.biosearchtech.com/stellaris-designer) 20 nt long, with >2 nt spacing and “masking level” 5. From
this list, probes were chosen with a GC content >0.4, and no or few off-targets based on a BLAST search. We
excluded probes where off-targets were likely expressed more than 5% of the target transcript (only one probe,
five probes with off-targets expressed at 0.5-0.01%), based on expression information in Wormbase. The final
twelve probes were distributed along the sqt-3 transcript and did not overlap the location of the insertion
mutations. SsDNA HPLC-grade oligonucleotides with a 3’ TEG-Biotin were ordered from Metabion in the dry
0,04 µmol scale, resuspended and mixed to a final pool of 100 μM (8.3 µM each).
Experiments were performed with 400,000 worms per sample. Worms were grown on E.coli OP50 (40,000
worms/15 cm plate), harvested in L3 stage (after ~25 h at 24 °C), washed three times in 0.1 M NaCl (600 x g for
2 min centrifugation), transferred to non-seeded NGM plates and crosslinked at 254 nm (1 J cm -2). Worm pellets
were frozen in liquid nitrogen and the pulldown procedure was performed as described before 121.
For identification by mass spectrometry, protein input and pulldown samples were processed using the
Single-Pot Solid-Phase-enhanced Sample Preparation (SP3) protocol219. Resulting peptide mixtures were
analyzed by LC-MS/MS technology as follows: Peptides were separated on a 20 cm reversed-phase column (75
µm inner diameter, packed with ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ,1.9 µm, Dr. Maisch GmbH)220 using a 90 min gradient
with a 250 nL/min flow rate of increasing acetonitril concentration (from 2% to 60%, in 0.1% formic acid) on a
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) system (Easy-nLC, ThermoScientific). Eluting peptides were
analyzec on an Q Exactive HF-X mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The mass spectrometer was
operated in the data dependent mode with a 60K resolution, m/z 350-1800, 3 x 106 ion count target and maximum
injection time 10 ms for the full scan, followed by Top 20 MS/MS scans using HCD (15K resolution, 1 x 10 5 ion
count target, isolation width, 1.3 m/z, normalized collision energy of 27, maximum injection time of 22 ms. Each
replicate was injected and measured twice. Ions with an unassigned charge state and singly charged ions were
rejected. Dynamic exclusion was set to 30 s.
Raw data were analyzed using MaxQuant (1.6.7.0) with standard settings, unless stated otherwise in the
following. Search parameters included two missed cleavage sites, fixed cysteine carbamidomethyl modification,
and variable modifications including methionine oxidation, N-terminal protein acetylation, and
asparagine/glutamine deamidation. The “match between runs” option was enabled. Database search was
performed using Andromeda against the UniProt/Swiss-Prot worm database (April 2017) with common
contaminants. Protein quantification was done based on razor and unique peptides and the label-free algorithm221
was used with a minimum LFQ ratio of 1. Known contaminants, proteins only identified by site, and reverse
mappings were filtered out from MaxQuant output. For pulldown samples, we additionally removed proteins with
gene ontology (GO) terms related to “biotin” (PYC-1, MCCC-1, POD-2, PCCA-1, BPL-1), which are expected
to enrich unspecifically during the procedure. Imputation of missing intensities was done with the Perseus
software package (1.5.6.0), after log2-transformation of LFQ values (normal distribution, width: 0.3; shift: 1.8).
To determine significance of proteins identified in triplicate, we calculated p-values with a moderated t-test,
implemented in the Bioconductor LIMMA package, and corrected for multiple comparisons by the BenjaminiHochberg procedure.
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Analysis of small RNA sequencing was performed as follows. 3′ adapter, poly(A)-tails and 5′ overhang
trimming was performed with custom scripts. Reads were aligned to the ce11 genome using Bowtie2. miRNAs
were quantified using miRDeep2 with hairpin and mature strand sequences extracted from miRBase v21.

mRNA quantifications by Nanostring or qPCR
10 k L1-arrested synchronized animals were dispensed on 10 cm NGM plates with Escherichia coli OP50 at 24
°C. Worms were then collected at different time points (22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 hrs), washed once with M9 and
homogenized in 1 mL of TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher) using a Precellys 24 tissue homogenizer (Bertin
Instruments). RNA was isolated by standard phenol-chloroform extraction. RNA expression was quantified using
an nCounter (Nanostring) which measures absolute RNA amounts using a set of gene-specific probes. Raw counts
were normalized using reference genes (“house-keeping”). For quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) of pre-mRNA
and mRNA we used RNA from the 26 hrs time point where sqt-3 expression peaked. Pre-mRNA was specifically
detected using intron-overlapping primers, while mRNA primers overlapped with exon-exon junctions. Controls
without reverse transcriptase (“RT-“) were done to ensure specific amplification of cDNA and no amplification
from potential contaminating genomic DNA. Final values were obtained by normalizing to pre-mRNA or mRNA
of tbb-2 and presented relative to N2 wild-type controls. QPCR was performed using Blue S´Green qPCR Kit
following the instruction manual and quantification on a StepOnePlus real-time PCR system. Probes and primers
can be found in Table S3 of ref.94.

Sequence transplantations into the dpy-10, unc-22 3′ UTRs
Knock-in animals were produced using Cas9/tracRNA/crRNA RNP injections with ssDNA oligo repair templates.
Injection mixes contained: 0.3 μg/μl Cas9 protein (Alt-R Cas9 V3 from IDT), 0.12 M KCl, 8 nM Hepes pH 7.4,
8 μM tracrRNA (Alt-R from IDT), 8 μM crRNA (custom crRNA, Alt-R from IDT), 3.15 ng/μl pJJF062 (GFP coinjection marker), 3.15 ng/μl pIR98 (HygroR), 0.75 μM of a ssDNA oligo repair template, in duplex buffer (IDT).
To prepare injection mixes, Cas9 protein was mixed with KCl and Hepes. crRNA and tracrRNA were annealed
in duplex buffer for 5 min at 95 °C and ramp down to 25°C and added. Cas9/tracRNA/crRNA mix was incubated
at 37°C for 10 min. Then plasmids and ssDNA repair template were added and 10 P0 animals were injected. For
each injection mix 8 F1s positive for the co-injection marker were picked and genotyped using two PCR reactions
(one primer pair flanking the insertion, the other with one primer binding in the insertion).
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List of Terminology
General
Gene regulatory sequence

Genomic sequence that can increase or decrease the amount; or affect
localization or interactions of a gene’s mRNA or protein.

Genetic interaction

Relationship between two genomic sequences that affects each other’s activity
or that connect their activity to the same biological process.

Robustness

Ability to maintain function under perturbation

In vivo

In living multicellular organisms, which can replicate in nature (e.g., animals).*

In vitro

In biological systems that need to be maintained in the lab and cannot replicate
in nature (e.g., cell lines, organoids), or which are naturally single-celled (e.g.,
yeast, bacteria), or mixtures of biological components outside of their biological
systems (e.g., RNA, DNA, protein in the test tube).*

Multiplexing

Multiple signals combined within one readout, for example multiple sgRNAs or
sequences per analyzed unit (e.g., per animal or per cell).

Forward genetics

Random mutations are introduced into an animal population, by physical or
chemical mutagens, and screening for individuals with altered phenotypic trait.
Followed by identification of underlying mutation one-by-one (“mapping”).

Reverse genetics

Targeted mutagenesis or perturbation of a pre-determined sequence or gene,
usually with the intention to inactivate it, followed by analysis of the functional
or phenotypic consequence one-by-one.

Parallel genetics

Many targeted perturbations are introduced and analyzed in parallel, with one
perturbation per analyzed unit (e.g., per animal or cell). Analysis of many units
and perturbations in parallel.

Phenotype
Phenotypic trait

An observable characteristic of an organism (e.g., the hair color brown). Can be
monogenetic (determined by one gene) or more commonly multigenetic
(determined by several genes). Usually determined by genetic- together with
environmental factors.

Phenotype

Combined observable characteristics (“traits”) of an organism. For example,
related to physiology, morphology, or behavior.

-penetrance

Fraction of individuals with the same genotype showing a trait.

-expressivity

Degree to which a trait is displayed.

-plasticity

Capacity of a trait to change in response to the environment.

Rol

Roller, a phenotypic trait of C. elegans where a defective cuticle results in
rotation along the body axis and movement in circles.

Dpy, Slu, Egl, Twi, Unc

Other C. elegans phenotypic traits: Dumpy – short and thick. Sluggish – slow
movement. Egg laying defective – eggs retained in gonad. Twitching – tremors
across the body. Uncoordinated – paralysis.
*Definitions may differ – this is the one used in this study.
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CRISPR-Cas genome editing
CRISPR-Cas

From “clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats” -CRISPR, and
“CRISPR-associated proteins” -Cas. Diverse microbial defense systems that
have been repurposed for genome editing across the tree of life.

Cas9

RNA-guided DNA nuclease from a particular CRISPR-Cas system (CRISPRCas9), which creates dsDNA-breaks at a genomic site specified by the sgRNA.

sgRNA

“single-guide RNA”, It guides Cas9 to its genomic target site. Engineered
fusion-RNA of the 42 nt crRNA (“crispr RNA”) containing 20 target-specific
nucleotides, and the 85 nt structural tracrRNA (“trans-activating crispr RNA”).

Protospacer

Target-specific 20 nucleotides of the sgRNA (or crRNA).

Cut site

Position of DNA-break by Cas9. Determined by sgRNA base-pairing with target
genomic DNA. For Cas9 this is commonly between nucleotides 3 and 4 from the
PAM.

PAM

“protospacer adjacent motif”. Sequence that needs to be present in the genomic
sequences for a CRISPR-nuclease to be activated. For Cas9 this is commonly
the nucleotides “NGG”.

Indel

insertion OR deletion mutation *

Complex indel

combination of insertion AND deletion *

Genetics
Wild type, wt

Typical form of a species, regarding phenotype and genotype. The reference
genome can be considered the wild-type genotype (e.g., Ensembl WBcel235).

Genotype

The variants or alleles at a particular genomic sequence. Also: complete genetic
information of an individual.

P0, F1, F2, F3, …

Generations. Parents “Parental” and progeny “first Filial”, “second Filial”, …

Reduction-of-function,
hypomorphic

Partial loss of gene function (as opposed to complete loss in a “loss-offunction”). Coding mutations that impair protein function or non-coding
mutations that reduce expression.

Gain-of-function,
hypermorphic

Increase in protein activity or expression level. Coding mutations that increase
protein function or non-coding mutations that increase expression.

Suppressor- or enhancer
mutation

A suppressor mutation “suppresses”-, while an enhancer mutation “enhances”
the effect of another mutation. This genetic interaction can occur within a gene
(intragenic) or across the genome (extragenic) and can be useful to understand
underlying biological connections and mechanisms.

Allele

Specific variant of a gene.

Heterozygous

Having two different alleles of a gene (e.g., one wt- and one mutated allele).
Homozygous: having two of the same alleles of a gene.

xyz-1

Gene.

XYZ-1

Protein.

xyz-1(raj123)

A specific allele that differs from the wild-type sequence (e.g., an indel
mutation). “raj” indicates the lab in which the allele was generated.

xyz-1(blue)

Recognizable in-text description for a specific allele.
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Extended Background
Gene regulatory sequences and gene expression
Gene expression
Protein coding genes are transcribed by Polymerase II (Pol II), introns are removed by splicing, 5′ ends
are modified by a 7-methylguanosine (“capped”), and 3′ ends are modified by stretches of adenosines
(“polyadenylated”). The resulting messenger RNA (mRNA) is exported to the cytoplasm, where it is
translated into proteins. It can be modified, degraded, stabilized, and localized at various steps of this
process. Altogether these steps determine the amount, place, and activity of the produced proteins. This
regulatory process depends on non-coding DNA and is crucial for cell function and animal phenotype
(see Extended Background Figure 1A-D). Some very rough median numbers for human cells:
transcription progresses at ~60 nts/s, splicing takes 5–10 min., translation takes ~5 aa/s; half-life is often
between 5–25 hrs for mRNA and 10–70 hrs for protein; a 3000 μm3 cell contains in total roughly 105–6
mRNAs and 109 proteins (thus roughly 1000 proteins/mRNA)222. Individual genes can be expressed at
ranges of 10-1–3 mRNA molecules and 100–7 protein molecules per cell223.
The genomes of multicellular organisms encode protein sequences (coding DNA sequence – CDS).
But around 75 or 97.5 % of the C. elegans and human genome is not encoding protein sequence (and
thus “non-coding DNA”)224. Parts of this function as gene regulatory regions, typically stretches of a
few hundred nucleotides, sometimes up to a few kilobases. These can contain sequences that increase,
reduce, or localize gene expression, thus called “gene regulatory sequences” (also called cis-regulatory
modules – CRMs). These in turn consist of one or more cis-regulatory sequence elements of about 5–
15 nt. These sequence elements are binding sites for trans-factors such as transcription-factors (TFs),
which bind to regulatory DNA sequences that determine the transcriptional activity of genes. In
metazoan animals most mature mRNAs also contain regulatory regions, flanking the coding DNA
sequence (CDS) on both sides. These 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) are part of the singlestranded mRNA molecule and therefore interact with a different set of trans-factors, such as RNAbinding proteins (RBPs) and microRNAs (miRNAs). The following paragraphs define regulatory
regions, focusing on their sequence properties. As trans-factors are also genes, the genome can encode
complex transcriptional states and transitions between them, with genetic feedback loops, circuits, and
switches1,69.
Promoters
The core promoter, +/- 50 bp of the transcription start site (TSS), carries sequences bound by general
transcription factors and supports the assembly of the Pol II pre-initiation complex 2. Examples for such
sequence elements are the TATA-box (TATAWA motif), initiator sequence INR, or downstream
promoter element DPE2,225. Their sequence motifs are usually 5-7 bp long. Core promoters are sufficient
for transcription initiation, but have low basal activity without activity from other regulatory sequences2.
The “proximal promoter”, ~250 bp upstream of the TSS, may contain such additional regulatory
sequences, which are usually binding sites for development-, cell type-, or tissue-specific transcription
factors; this proximal promoter thus functions like an enhancer/silencer2.
Enhancers and silencers
Enhancers and silencers can be found up to 10 kb (worm) or 1,000 kb (=1 Mb) (human) from the
regulated gene, but also very close, like in introns. They typically consist of ~100 – 1,000 bp of
contiguous sequence, with several TF binding sites that together determine the regulatory output4,32,34,35.
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Enhancers activate or elevate transcriptional output, likely often by increasing transcription initiation226.
They can be densely covered with functional binding sites in vivo, for example with 20 binding sites in
a 300 bp enhancer23. Enhancers often regulate their closest gene and data on chromatin contacts
improves enhancer-target predictions because chromatin looping can bring enhancer DNA close to the
promoter DNA227–229. On average a gene is regulated by more than one enhancer. Different enhancers
and promoters are usually compatible and activate genes multiplicatively, but some context specific
restrictions occur230. Silencers abolish or weaken transcriptional output231. Enhancer and silencer
sequences can overlap, with activity depending on cellular context232.
Introns and coding sequence
Introns can contain enhancers and silencers but more importantly regulate splicing dynamics and
alternative splicing. Protein coding DNA sequence (CDS) can also regulate gene expression. It can
affect mRNA stability233–237. It has also been shown to direct subcellular localization of mRNA in some
cases238–240.
5′ UTRs and 3′ UTRs
mRNA untranslated regions are preceding (5′ UTR) or succeeding (3′ UTR) the protein coding
sequence. UTRs can regulate all steps of gene expression; the levels, localization and interactions of
mRNA and its translated proteins5,6.
5′ UTRs have a median length of ~40–260 bp (C. elegans – H. sapiens). They can contain several
species-specific nucleotides surrounding the start codon that promote translation initiation, called
Kozak consensus sequence. Additionally, 5′ UTRs might contain binding sites for regulatory factors or
regulatory small open reading frames (sORFs). While the beginning of 5′ UTRs in human is defined by
the transcription start site, in C. elegans trans-splicing adds a 21–23 nt constant RNA spliced leader at
the UUuCAG motif, while the upstream sequence is removed at around 70% of genes241. Trans-splicing
acts in operons to process primary transcripts into separate mRNAs. Around 16% of C. elegans genes
are in operons with 2 (~8%) or 3–8 genes (~8%)241.
3′ UTRs in human can be several thousand bp long, with a median length of over 1,000 bp6. C.
elegans 3′ UTRs are shorter with a median length of around ~130-150 bp242 (see Extended Background
Figure 2B). Genes usually have relatively clearly defined 3′ UTR isoforms, but their selection can be
regulated. Around 60% of C. elegans genes encode a single-, ~30% encode two-, 8% three-, 2% encode
four or more 3′ UTR isoforms243. One element found in most 3′ UTRs is the canonical polyadenylation
signal AATAAA (AAUAAA in RNA) that determines the position of cleavage and polyadenylation,
and thus the 3′ UTR end. 60% of worm 3′ UTRs are defined by this AATAAA, the remaining 40% by
slight variations (e.g., AATGAA, TATAAA, CATAAA, …)242. Apart from this, 3′ UTRs might contain
one or multiple important regulatory elements6. These can be binding sites for RBPs, miRNAs, or other
ncRNAs, as well as structural elements like riboswitches. 3′ UTRs are generally AT rich (~70% AT)243.
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Extended Background Figure 1. Gene expression and gene regulatory regions
(A) Animal phenotype depends on tissue- and cell function. (B) Hierarchy and subcellular location of gene regulatory
processes. (C) Scheme of a gene with gene regulatory regions marked in blue. (D) DNA, mRNA, and proteins at scale. Actin
mRNA transcript is shown with different sections (5′UTR, CDS, 3′UTR, polyA) true to length. One actin protein shown on
the top-left in grey. Gene regulatory regions marked in blue. Composition based on figures from refs.222,244,245.
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Extended Background Figure 2. Features of protein coding transcripts, C. elegans and H. sapiens
Plots based on protein coding transcripts from the Ensembl Transcriptomes (WBcel235, GRCh38.p13; retrieved 30.11.2021).
Medians indicated on the top. (A) 5′UTR length. Longest per gene, 0 bp features removed. (B) 3′UTR length. Longest per
gene, 0 bp features removed. (C) Gene length. (D) Intron length. All transcript isoforms considered. (E) Transcript length.
Longest per gene. (F) Exon length. All transcript isoforms considered. (G) Number of exons. From transcripts with most exons
per gene. (H) CDS length. Longest per gene.
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Nucleotide contacts of regulatory factors
Transcription factors
Transcription factors (TFs) bind DNA of promoter, enhancer, or silencer regions. The human and worm
genomes encode roughly 1,600 and 900 TFs3,246. Amino acid side chains can make direct hydrogen
bonds, water-mediated hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic contacts with nucleotide edges. This allows
nucleotide-specific (A/C/T/G) pairing in the major- and base-pair-specific (W/S) pairing in the minor
groove of dsDNA247. Except for zinc finger TFs which usually contain several homotypic repeats, ~95%
TFs of the remaining families contain one DNA binding domain3. Eukaryotic transcription factors
contact dsDNA along 5 – 15 bp with an average length of around 10 bp (estimated by ref.248) (see also
Extended Background Figure 3).
RNA binding proteins
RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) bind RNA. Human and worm genomes encode roughly 1,500-1,900 and
600-900 RBPs9,249,250. Roughly half of human RBPs bind to mRNAs, while the rest bind non-coding
RNAs9. ~99% of RBPs bind ssRNA and their secondary structures224. Even the same domain can
contact different RNA sequences and structures (see Extended Background Figure 3). For example, one
RRM domain often recognizes 2-8 nt of RNA by Lysine/Arginine salt bridges and aromatic amino acid
nucleotide stacking8,251. KH domains bind mainly by hydrogen-, electrostatic bonding and shapecomplementarity to recognize ~5 nt, often expanded to ~10 nt by a second KH domain8,251. The
exceptionally uniform structure of the Pumilio domain allows programmable binding to 8-10 nt252,253.
More than half of RBPs contain multiple RNA binding domains9, domain linkers can also contact
RNA8,251, and RNA secondary structure is often important for binding. Therefore, the actual RNA
sequence involved can be longer than 5-15 nt and may include uncontacted but structural important
RNA.
Non-coding RNAs
Gene regulatory non-coding RNAs are diverse. Small 20-30 nt RNAs like microRNAs, siRNAs, and
piRNAs typically repress mRNA post-transcriptionally by 5-30 nt base-pairing and defined pathways.
Long non-coding RNAs can target RNA and DNA by diverse mechanisms 254,255. Circular RNAs can
indirectly affect gene expression by sponging microRNAs256–258 and biogenesis can affect host mRNA
processing and expression259,260. Other ncRNAs like tRNAs, rRNAs, snRNAs and snoRNAs are mostly
serving constitutive functions in translation and splicing but can also act regulatory in some cases.
MicroRNAs
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are conserved ~22 nucleotide RNAs that bind mRNAs and repress target genes
post-transcriptionally7,10,261,262. Human and worm genomes encode roughly 556 and 145 miRNAs263–265,
or 1,917 and 253 miRNAs under less strict criteria (miRbase release 22.1, Oct. 2018) 266. MiRNAs
repress genes by mRNA degradation as well as translational repression7,262. Their half-life can range
from 2 to >48 hrs, with a median half-life of 10 – 30 hrs in different cell lines267,268. Active degradation
by target-dependent miRNA degradation (TDMD) can be triggered by a specific architecture of
extensive miRNA-target pairing139–141. MiRNAs and their binding sites can be divided into three
architectural regions, the seed region (nts 2-8), the central region (nts 9-11), and the 3′ region (nts 1222) (see Extended Background Figure 3). Usually six to eight seed nucleotides are base pairing, with
more base-pairs and a target adenosine downstream of the seed resulting in stronger repression 7.
Additionally, miRNAs can show extended 3′ region pairing. Here, the central region (nts 9-11) forms a
loop with unpaired miRNA- and target nucleotides, followed by paired nucleotides, often with essentialand intermediate function of nucleotides 11-13 and 14-16269,270. With such additional base-pairing the
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seed can tolerate 1 nt bulges, mismatches, or GU-pairing. MiRNAs with identical seeds are grouped
into families and differences in their 3′ regions confer differential target specificity113,138. Genome-wide
experiments have found that around 40-80% of Argonaute-miRNA-mRNA interactions show extended
3′ pairing138,271–273. Furthermore, many physiologically important miRNA binding sites show 3′ pairing,
for example the lin-4, let-7, and lsy-6 miRNA binding sites in the lin-14, lin-41, and cog-1 3′ UTRs of
C. elegans107,108,274–277. Whether such sites with extended 3′ pairing also trigger miRNA degradation by
TDMD, in addition to their gene regulatory role, has not been shown.

Extended Background Figure 3. Nucleotide contacts of gene regulatory factors
Contacts of regulatory factors with their bound target molecule (DNA or RNA) in dark blue. (A) Transcription factor domains.
(B) RNA binding protein domains. (C) MicroRNA and argonaute.
PDB IDs in light grey. Modified from RCSB PDB (rcsb.org), original structures from refs.278–288.
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Complexity of gene regulatory sequences and phenotype
Biochemical variables affecting sequence activity
Binding of gene regulatory factors and the regulatory output is affected by several biochemical variables
(see Extended Background Figure 4A)4,33. Some of these can be recapitulated with extrachromosomal
reporters289. However, most depend on the native genomic sequence context235,290, cell type, and
development.
Definition of binding sites
A position weight matrix of the consensus “motif” of a binding site can be constructed using
probabilistic models (Extended Background Figure 4B)247,291. However, their use to identify functional
sequences can be limited. Interdependency of nucleotides or wider sequence context is not included,
and motifs are often shorter (3-8 bp) than contacted nucleotides in vivo (10 bp and more). Also, factors
can bind many related sequences with similar affinity292–294, and biochemical variables influence
binding (e.g., cofactors, chemical modifications, structure, sequence context)295–297. Therefore, flexible
nucleotides of “fuzzy” or “degenerate” motifs may still be sensitive to mutations at individual
sequences. Furthermore, functional sequences in vivo can diverge from optimal binding site motifs and
have low, suboptimal affinity with specificity contributed by multiple binding sites and their relative
arrangement28–31. Although functional nucleotides have a higher genome-wide average conservation
compared to non-functional nucleotides, such analysis can have limited utility at individual sequences
where conservation sometimes shows little correlation to function23–27.
Arrangement and logical interaction of binding sites
Binding sites and their arrangement within a regulatory unit determine the interpretation of gene
regulatory information (Extended Background Figure 4C)4,32,33,35. Gene regulatory output can depend
on these sequence characteristics to very different degrees, ranging from a flexible to a very rigid
identity and arrangement of binding sites (e.g., “Billboard”, “Enhanceosome” models)4,32,34. These
aspects are mainly studied for enhancer DNA and might be different for RNA, which has a structurally
more flexible backbone. For RNA, the molecular abundance (copy number) is an important parameter
to consider, because it affects regulator-target ratio, which is crucial for regulatory outcome40. Binding
sites can generally also influence each other’s activity, either by direct biochemical interaction (e.g.,
binding sites that allow factors to interact physically) or by indirect logical interaction (e.g., through
feedback loops, redundancy, or competition for trans-factors) (Extended Background Figure
4D)4,39,298,299. Quantitative measurements are necessary to determine the type of interaction and
competitive interactions will necessarily occur at certain concentrations of binding site and
regulator40,300.
Dependency on cell type and development
Specialized signaling pathways and gene regulatory networks have evolved in parallel to cell
specification and developmental processes1,10,11,152,301,302. Activity of gene regulatory sequences is often
specific to tissue- and cell identity (Extended Background Figure 4E)303–306. Spatial identity is
established by signaling pathways and gene regulatory factors, often by spatially co-occurring activity
(spatial intersection), that can also be separated temporally along the developmental cell lineage
(temporal intersection)307,308. Together, spatial-, tissue-, cell type- and terminal- “selectors” determine
the final cell identity309–311. Consequently, TF repertoire can be used to define cell identity312–314. Besides
depending on space, activity of gene regulatory sequences also depends on time (Extended Background
Figure 4E). Most dynamic processes result in dynamic activity of gene regulatory factors and their
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target sequences (e.g., cell differentiation, embryogenesis, regeneration, reproduction, feeding,
circadian oscillations, or mechano-transduction)1,315–323.
Phenotype
Phenotype describes the combined properties of an organism, which includes for example morphology,
physiology, developmental processes, and behavior. There can be variability in the proportion of
genetically identical individuals that show a phenotype (“penetrance”) and the degree to which a
phenotype is displayed by an individual (“expressivity”). Also, the capacity to change phenotype in
response to the environment (“plasticity”) may vary.
Translation of gene regulatory genotype to phenotype
Regulatory sequences can be robust to mutations due to four properties: 1.) Mutations within a binding
site might not affect the interaction with the regulatory factor. 2.) Surrounding sequences may be
mutated without consequence. 3.) Redundant or compensatory binding sites may replace functions, for
example within enhancers36,38 or UTRs37,39. Several low-affinity sites for the same factor can increase
overall robustness28,29,31. 4.) The loss of a whole region can be compensated by another region (e.g.,
shadow enhancers) (Extended Background Figure 4F)298,324,325.
Beyond this, biological systems also show robustness of phenotype because of higher-order
network properties68,326. Fluctuations or loss of gene expression can be compensated within gene
networks, for example by paralog gene redundancy, rewiring of redundant network modules 68,326,
autoregulatory feedback loops69,327, and transcriptional compensation67,328. Furthermore, non-linearity
can result in phenotype robustness within a wide range of gene dose (e.g., half the dose of a recessive
allele does not alter phenotype)68. At the physiological level, additional robustness can be provided by
cell type plasticity and signaling feedback between cells or tissues. Even more factors influence the
final phenotype, but can be usually controlled in the lab: environment and genetic background66,71,
parental contribution and transgenerational inheritance63,329, and stochasticity of gene expression and
development (Extended Background Figure 4F)64,65,70,330,331.
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Extended Background Figure 4. Complexities of gene regulation
(A) Variables that can act at the biochemical level to determine contacts of regulator factors with their targets and its regulatory
outcome. (B) Individual binding sites can be used to determine a binding site motif. (C) Arrangement of binding sites can
affect their ability to interact logically. (D) Types of interactions between binding sites. (E) Examples of spatial and temporal
depending on activity of gene regulatory factors. (F) Robustness at sequence and network level (see text) affects how gene
regulatory mutations may affect phenotype.
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Genetic methods to analyze gene regulatory sequences
Parallel and high throughput
Parallel high-throughput methods in cell lines usually follow a similar design: cells are altered in parallel
by large-scale delivery (e.g., virus or transfection), cells are binned or selected by expression or fitness,
and finally both parameters are linked by deep sequencing41–43 (see Extended Background Figure 5A).
Despite their potential to systematically map gene regulatory sequences to animal phenotype, few
comparable approaches have been demonstrated in vivo yet.
Massively parallel reporter assays (MPRAs): can produce quantitative sequence-expression
relationships for millions of sequences in cell lines, yeast, or bacteria41–44. MPRAs can identify
functional sequences genome-wide and recently has produced further insights into gene
regulatory logic when combined with machine learning332–337. Still, very few related approaches
have been achieved in animal models and these are usually limited to specific organs,
developmental stages, and low numbers of tested variants338 (Supplemental Table 1).
CRISPR tiling screens: identify functional sequences in genomic regions up to the kilobase
scale, but only realized in cell lines. Studies have focused on identifying enhancer regions with
parallel delivery of different sgRNAs and Cas948,49,51–55 or dCas9-KRAB repressor
(CRISPRi)50. Identity of sgRNAs is used to infer perturbed sequences and genomic DNA is
only sequenced for selected samples. In a related method, 10-20 sgRNAs can be multiplexed
to create diverse deletions at a sequence of interest. Mutations in 3′ UTRs can then be associated
with mRNA levels using targeted mRNA sequencing56–58.
Endogenous variant testing: these can assign functions to hundreds and thousands of
programmed variants, but have focused on protein coding sequences, and are so far limited to
cell lines. Edits can be made in parallel with ss- or dsDNA template libraries and Cas961,339,340,
template libraries produced in situ in prime editing60,182, or random point mutations by
hyperactive deaminases176–178,180.
Classic techniques in animals
Gene regulation can be studied across cell types, tissues, and development using animal models that
also display complex phenotypes. Classic model systems are listed in Supplemental Table 3. Several
genetic methods to perform perturbations in vivo are established (Extended Background Figure 5B).
Nevertheless, parallelized high-throughput methods are still missing, and experiments are often limited
in throughput by microinjection, culturing capacities, and manual scoring steps.
Systematic reporter deletions: regulatory activity of distinct sub-fragments is analyzed using
reporter plasmids (“bashing”) (Supplemental Figure 1). Manual microinjection and genotyping
limits the number of examined mutations per study to ~10 – 100, with few exceptions
(Supplemental Table 1 and Supplemental Table 5). Phenotype is not examined, and
overexpression limits sensitivity to endogenous regulatory mechanisms.
Forward genetics: organisms are subjected to random mutagenesis, individuals with altered
phenotype are isolated, and the genetic lesion is determined. Most common mutagens are EMS
or ENU that introduce predominantly point mutations341,342. This approach is cumbersome and
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regulatory alleles are rarely isolated. In C. elegans, only 35 non-coding alleles have been
described in the last ~40 years82.
Reverse genetics: a specific gene or sequence is altered, and the phenotype examined. Until
recently, most studies were testing gene functions. With genome editing, regulatory sequences
can be studied. However, manual microinjection and genotyping limits the number of examined
mutations per study to ~10 – 100 (Supplemental Table 2).
Genome editing with CRISPR-Cas
Genome editing can test regulatory sequences in their native context and analyze the impact on
phenotype. It became widely accessible with the discovery and engineering of RNA-guided CRISPRCas nucleases45,46,343–345. Cas9 from the bacterium Streptococcus pyogenes (SpyCas9 or SpCas9), forms
a ribonucleoprotein complex with the target-specific crRNA and structural tracrRNA, that can be fused
into a “single guide RNA” (sgRNA)45. The target-specific 20 nt “protospacer”, base-pairs with the target
DNA sequence to define the position of nuclease cleavage to create a double-strand DNA break. This
also depends on the presence of a genomic “protospacer adjacent motif” (PAM) -sequence of NGG45
(Extended Background Figure 5C). Breaks in genomic dsDNA are repaired by different cellular
pathways that result in insertions or deletions (indels), combinations thereof, or perfect repair. Cas9 can
thus be applied to introduce indel mutations or precise edits47 (Extended Background Figure 5D). Most
indels occur within 5 bp of the dsDNA break and the majority is between 1 – 25 bp long346. Although
the precise sequence outcome of indels is not deterministic, it depends on the surrounding sequence,
which makes some outcomes more likely than others, and thus “nonrandom”347. This enables indel
outcome predictions based on sequences surrounding the sgRNA cut sites, in in vitro systems where
indel outcomes can be measured in high-throughput (HEK293, K562, mESC, U2OS, primary T-cells
etc.)123–127,348–350. Pairs of sgRNAs can be used to create larger deletions in the range of 10s to 1,000s
bp. For precise programmed edits, DNA templates with the desired changes are added, which are then
used in different repair pathways, the most common being homology-dependent repair (HDR). A
multitude of other CRISPR-based tools have been discovered and engineered, for example nucleases
with different size or PAM properties, base- or prime editors to edit sequences without dsDNA breaks,
CRISPRi or CRISPRa to modify chromatin and transcription, or proteins to target RNA45,345.
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Extended Background Figure 5. Genetic methods to study gene regulatory sequences
(A) High throughput approaches possible in cell lines. (B) Classical approaches used in model organisms. (C) Diagram of
CRISPR-Cas9 with sgRNA and location of dsDNA break. (D) Main repair pathways of dsDNA breaks with typical outcomes47
and application of CRISPR-nucleases to introduce indel mutations or programmed changes.
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The model organism Caenorhabditis elegans
Life, development, tissues, cells, genome
The roundworm C. elegans is useful for genetic screens of behavior or morphology phenotypes77,78,351.
Due to its microscopic size of maximal ~1 mm, high fecundity of ~300 progeny per adult, and a rapid
life cycle, millions of worms can easily be cultured within days and used for large-scale experiments73.
C. elegans can be phylogenetically classified to the phylum Nematoda and its 100 mio bp genome is
around 30-times more gene-dense than the human genome222,352, from which it diverged roughly 800
mio years ago353. In nature it lives in soil around rotting vegetable and fruit, where its bacterial food
source is abundant - in the laboratory it can be grown at the scale of millions, on agarose plates or in
liquid culture, with E. coli bacteria73,77,354. Useful for genetics, 99.9% of animals are self-fertilizing
hermaphrodites, while rare meiotic non-disjunction of the X chromosome produces males, which can
be used for genetic crosses73. The developmental life cycle from egg to adult takes 3-5 days (at 25-16
°C) and includes embryonic development, several molts and four larval stages (L1-L4) 73 (Extended
Background Figure 6A). Adult hermaphrodites have 959 somatic cells organized in different tissues
and individual cell types have diverse functions and morphologies (Extended Background Figure 6B).
Several thousand scientists, likely more than 5,000, work with C. elegans (2,252 participants at the
“2021 International C. elegans Conference”, retrieved 03.11.2021, https://genetics-gsa.org/celegans2021/whos-attending-2) (1,362 labs registered at the strain repository “CGC”, retrieved 03.11.2021,
https://cgc.umn.edu/laboratories).
Limitations of available methods
C. elegans has contributed to the discovery of important gene regulatory mechanisms, and advanced
methods are available for genome-wide insights and manual or automated phenotyping (Supplemental
Table 4). Available methods to test function and phenotypes of gene regulatory sequences are still
limited in throughput. Because C. elegans is translucent, activity of gene regulatory sequences can be
directly tested in vivo with fluorescent tags and systematic deletion analysis (“bashing”). However,
because of manual microinjection and genotyping, the number of tested sequences is limited to around
10-100 per study (Supplemental Table 5). There are several approaches to study phenotypes of genomic
sequences. Forward genetic screens have isolated 6,288 alleles in the last ~40 years (Wormbase.org
“classical alleles”, retrieved 01.09.2017)82. But only 35 alleles (0.56%) of these reside in regulatory
sequences (Extended Background Figure 6C) (Supplemental Table 6). This relative low number cannot
be solely explained by the genomic fraction of non-coding DNA355 when considering the probability of
nonsense mutations (data not shown). Without data from alternative methods, it is currently hard to
estimate to what extent this might be due to regulatory sequence robustness (forward genetics alleles
are ~85% point mutations), experimental biases (historic mapping techniques focusing on coding
sequence), or few functional regulatory nucleotides. Other methods like population genetics approaches
have limited resolution, usually at the scale of several genes, and can be limited by sparse natural
variation along individual regulatory sequences86,356. Reverse genetics with genome editing is well
established in C. elegans, but manual microinjection and genotyping still limits the number of tested
mutations to around 10-100 per study81 (Supplemental Table 6). This means that new approaches would
be necessary to test function and phenotypes of gene regulatory sequences at larger scales.
Regulation of lin-41 by the miRNA let-7
An interesting regulatory unit is contained in the lin-41 3′ UTR. It consists of two complementary
sequences to the microRNA let-7, which repress lin-41 post-transcriptionally107–109. The temporal aspect
of this regulation is crucial for development: Let-7 becomes expressed between L2 and late L3
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stage107,111,357,358. As a result, LIN-41 protein expression is reduced post-transcriptionally by 3-4 fold,
starting around early L3 stage and being completed by late L4 stage105,108,109,112. Several phenotypic
changes can be observed when the natural let-7-mediated regulation is disrupted. Subtle morphogenesis
defects and decreased vulva integrity results in the drastic and lethal vulval bursting106,107. A retarded
terminal differentiation and one additional cell division of seam precursor cells results in two extra seam
cells107,359 (Extended Background Figure 6D). Further defects are also found in the differentiation of
sexually dimorphic neurons and the morphogenesis of male tail retraction 360–362. Let-7 regulation of
LIN-41 during cell differentiation and development is conserved in human and let-7 exists with the
identical seed in most animals276,357,363. The two 22 and 20 nt long let-7 complementary sequences in
the lin-41 3′ UTR are separated by 27 nt109 (Extended Background Figure 6D). The extended 3′
complementarity to let-7 is crucial for function and specificity113,138,269. Studies with reporter plasmids
have found that each site alone in one, two, or three copies does not show repressive activity109,133 –
although others found that three copies can show wildtype activity110 – and that the identity of the
intervening sequence is important109,110. These results, together with the sites proximity, suggested that
both let-7 sites may act cooperatively109,132. Although the 1.2 kb 3′ UTR is almost ten times longer than
the median C. elegans 3′ UTR, no other functional sequences have been identified so far.
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Extended Background Figure 6. Properties of Caenorhabditis elegans
(A) Morphology, sizes, and developmental stages. (B) All tissues and several typical cells, roughly true to scale75. (C) Number
of alleles with phenotypic defects isolated in classical forward genetics screens, classified by affected genomic regions
(Wormbase.org “classical alleles”, retrieved 01.09.2017, ref.82. (D) Regulation of lin-41 by the miRNA let-7.
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Supplemental Figures and Tables

Supplemental Figure 1. Systematic deletion analysis of regulatory sequences (“bashing”).
(A) Three systems of analysis and their ability to detect gene regulatory elements in three scenarios (single site, two sites
interacting either redundantly or cooperatively). (B) Possible follow-up experiments based on the initial analysis.
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Supplemental Figure 2. End joining DNA repair outcomes and mechanisms
(A) NHEJ and MMEJ pathways. For MMEJ the dissociation & re-annealing step is highlighted that could lead to the templated
insertions observed in our data. (B) Diagram showing the two possible mechanistic causes of insertions: trans-intermolecular,
or cis-intramolecular synthesis101,130.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Interaction of let-7 binding sites and possible feedback loop
(A) Definition of different types of interactions between two repressive binding sites. (B) Diagram showing the possible
repression of let-7 via TDMD by its target sites. (C) Diagram illustrating the possible difference of dynamics that negative
feedback could cause.

Supplemental Figure 4. Possible experiments to study TDMD at the let-7 sites
(A) Different mutations could be introduced using genome editing to observe effects on lin-41, let-7 expression, and bursting
phenotype. Extra sites (potentially destructive sites) could be expressed from single-copy insertions. (B) Let-7 sites could be
separated (e.g., using genome editing to add a gpd-2 operon). (C) An artificial system could be constructed to test if negative
feedback by TDMD leads to a difference in spatial or temporal dynamics of target gene regulation. (D) A possible forward
genetics screen for TDMD pathway genes leading to let-7 degradation.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Crossing scheme to determine the dominance of sqt-3(ins)

Supplemental Figure 6. Genes that may be responsible for repressing sqt-3(ins).
(A) Candidates that may be involved in repressing sqt-3(ins). (B) Interaction network of FUBL-1/2/3/4 proteins from
STRINGdb364. Fubl-2 was previously shown to also bind lin-41, gld-1, and alg-1 mRNAs121. (C) Possible genetic screen to
find suppressors (genes responsible for repressing sqt-3(ins)) or enhancers. (D) General outline to use a similar approach to
find genetic interactors (supr./enh.) for any gene (“gene-x”) with a screen-able phenotype (“Pt”).
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Supplemental Figure 7. Alternative CRISPR-Cas nucleases and sgRNA expression
(A) Alternative CRISPR-nucleases to Cas9 with different properties. (B) Various CRISPR-nucleases and their PAM
requirements. (C) Alternative systems for guide RNA expression from PolII promoters and multiple guide RNAs processed
from one transcript (for Csy4, tRNA, Cas12a).
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Supplemental Figure 8. Alternative genetic systems that allow programmed edits
(A) CRISPR-Cas systems. (B) Recombinase-based systems. (C) Integrase-based systems. (D) Possible workflow for future
parallel genetics approaches. Targeted FACS-based sorting and scRNA-seq could be used to measure tissue- or cell typespecific expression of massively parallel reporter assays.
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Supplemental Table 1. Reporter studies of regulatory sequences in animals.
References23,25,28,29,232,365–372,372–376.

Supplemental Table 2. Mutagenesis studies of endogenous regulatory sequences in animals.
Mutations or genetic variants tested at the native genomic locus (recent studies using CRISPR-Cas9).
References24,94,367,377–392.
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Supplemental Table 3. C. elegans compared to other model systems.

Supplemental Table 4. C. elegans, gene regulation discoveries and methods.
References39,74,77,89,107,116,119,120,138,147,190,197,271,274,275,277,303,307,311,356,393–430,430–434.
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Supplemental Table 5. C. elegans, reporter studies of regulatory sequences.
References37,39,393,435–475.
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Supplemental Table 6. C. elegans, mutagenesis studies of endogenous regulatory sequences.
References107,420,423,447,476–515.
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Supplemental Table 7. Samples
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